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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
April 24, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 
 
Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Shoemaker, & 

Torgerson 
Members Absent:   Kiel 
 
The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 
 
A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin, Shoemaker, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 
 
Reports: 

Village President: Torgerson thanked Wolff for all of his efforts over the 
last year and for the work being done on the Master Plan update. 

 
Village Manager:  
 Wolff submitted a written report to the Council.  He also advised the 

Council that in his research the Airport Committee was not established 
as required by law through either a Resolution or Ordinance by the 
Village Council.  He stated that the enabling legislation gives the 
Village the authority to delegate the oversight to either an officer or 
board. With the property owners around the airport being better 
organized, and functioning as their own POA, it makes sense to in his 
opinion that moving forward the Village adopt a resolution designating 
the Airport Manager as the individual or board charged with oversight 
of operations for the airport.   

  
 Wolff highlighted that there are 4 seats up for election this year on the 

Council and 5 seats open for the charter commission.  He stated the 
deadline to apply is in July, and that the office would have materials 
ready shortly for those interested in running. 

 
 Wolff informed the council that May 1st at 9 am was the next liaison 

meeting and that it was slated to be held at the Village Hall. 
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 Wolff also requested for the finance committee to set a date and meet 
in regards to budget amendments for the 2017-2018 year and to set 
up the budget for the 2018-2019 year. 

 
 Wolff also asked for feedback about the Lake Patrol contract and the 

resolution regarding the Airport Committee issue.  He was directed to 
get a proposal from the Sheriff, and to move forward with a resolution 
for the Airport Manager. 

 
 Manager Wolff also requested for a couple of the Council members to 

volunteer to go with him as he PASER rates the Village’s street 
network.  Grey, Cueny, and Eberhart stated they would volunteer to 
go with Wolff. 

 
LIPOA: President Torgerson read the report that was sent by LIPOA 

Manager George King. 
 
Public Comments: 

Landa Fostich asked the Council for suggestions in regards to the pellet 
factory and the emissions coming from the facility.  She stated she has 
several photographs of residue and ash covering cars, buildings, and 
sidewalks at her business which is located just west of the pellet factory.  
She also stated that she has turned in several complaint forms from 
customers and employees in regards to respiratory issues. 

Grey commented that he would like to see the photographs she has 
taken. 

Eberhart stated that he has received complaints from a neighboring 
resident to the pellet factory and that he has family members using the 
child care center near the pellet factory and those members have also 
made complaints to him. 

 
Existing Business: 

1.  Proposed Refuse Franchise Ordinance: 
Last year the Village Council spent time drafting an ordinance to 
consider this spring to create a possible franchise situation for refuse 
service. This topic was also included as a question as part of our 
Master Plan Survey.  Wolff informed the Council that the survey 
indicated that cost was the 1st concern for our community.  Manager 
Wolff asked if the Council desires to move forward with the ordinance, 
and if they do he explained options that exist for the Council to 
explore. 
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Torgerson stated that as he read the Master Plan survey he noticed 
that as a whole the community did not place a huge concern on the 
truck size and feels this is because they do not understand how 
detrimental the truck size would be on our Village street network. 
 
Grey asked who would handle the payments, to which Manager Wolff 
replied the refuse company that is granted a franchise. 
 
Griffin asked what company hosted the Sherman Township clean-up 
day.  Manager Wolff replied that is was Dent Refuse who now is no 
longer in service. 
 
Ike King from Kings Disposal spoke in regards to the different truck 
sizes and their weights. 
 
Cueny asked how the refuse company knows when their trucks are at 
capacity for weight.  Mr. King responded that drivers know by the feel 
of the truck while driven and that they get weighed at drop off. 
 
Grey asked if we could go out for bids first as the price will be the 
number one question from property owners. 
 
Cueny stated he would like to see a seasonal package offered, or the 
ability to place your service on hold for people who may travel for 
extended time periods. 
 
Torgerson mentioned that we need to bring in the community but we 
also need to remind them of our street network situation in regards to 
refuse companies and the choice of the truck they use. 
 
Cueny would like to see this topic in the upcoming newsletter and 
would like to have approximately 2 open forums for property owners 
to come and ask questions or state opinions. 
 
Proposed Single-Hauler Refuse Ordinance was formally introduced by 
Grey and a public hearing set for the May 2018 meeting. 
 

New Business: 

1. 2017 Annual Planning & Zoning Report: 
The Michigan Planning Enabling Act (MCL 125.3819(2)) requires that 
“a planning commission shall make an annual written report to the 
legislative body concerning its operations and the status of planning 
activities, including recommendations regarding actions by the 
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legislative body related to planning and development.” The following 
report was submitted to and approved by the Planning Commission at 
its meeting in January. Once the report has been accepted by the 
Council, it will be placed on the Village website. 
 
Council Member Cueny thanked the Planning Commission for all their 
dedication and hard work over the last year and he recognized the 
difficult tasks the Planning Commission was faced with. 
 
The Village Council reviewed and accepted the 2017 Annual Planning & 
Zoning Report without objection. 
 

2. 2017-2018 Fire Protection Contract: 
As has been the standing arrangement with the Fire Department, the 
rate for our agreement is 1 Mill of Taxable Value for the Broomfield 
Township side of the community. This is the same rate paid by the 
Sherman Township residents. 
 
A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Griffin, to approve the 
2017-2018 Fire Protection Contract as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: 
YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Shoemaker, & Torgerson: Nays; 
None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 
 

3. 2017 Calls for Service – Isabella County 9-1-1 Report: 
The Village received a report detailing the total calls for 
service/dispatched in the Village for 2017. The data the Village has 
goes back to 2004, and a spreadsheet has been prepared to further 
break down that data for the Council to review.  
 
Cueny stated he did see in the survey results that the community is 
shifting in their responses and showing more support for a  dedicated 
patrol agreement.  He also stated he would not have an issue with 
placing it on the ballot as a millage proposal for the community to vote 
on but would object to the Village trying to fund a dedicated 
agreement through a Special Assessment. 
 
The Council discussed the fact that there may be too many items on 
the ballot, and people may end up voting no on all the proposals if 
there are several statewide questions. 
 
Grey noticed there were a lot of comments in regards to speeding and 
noise. 
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Eberhart stated at this point he feels the community wants the 
protection but not the cost that it will entail. 
 
Cueny stated that many owners have issues with underage children 
driving golf carts and in addition to that there are owners in the past 
that have also had animal complaints.  He stated that these could be 
addressed more efficiently with a dedicated police officer. 
 
More discussion ensued with the council on how they wanted to 
proceed. 
 
Wolff stated that he would recommend that the Village Council cap the 
request to 1 mil. 
 
The council stated the wish to see Wolff continue to work on this item 
to present information back to the Council with the possibility of this 
being on the ballot in November. Wolff was directed to work with legal 
counsel on the proper wording needed and to negotiate an agreement 
with Isabella County for the Council to consider. 
 

4. Proposed Fireworks Contract:  
The Village received the proposed contract and permit for the 2018 
Fireworks show on June 30th. The proposal is the same as last year 
with a show budget of $9,000. Manager Wolff would like the Council to 
consider increasing that amount to $10,000. Over the past 6 years we 
have averaged $8,014 in annual fundraising, with average annual 
expenses of $8,817. That results in just above 90% of the Villages 
costs being covered by fundraising, Manager Wolff thinks moving 
forward we should try and target fundraising covering 80% of the cost 
of the event. This would result in a contract this year of $10,000.  
 
Cueny asked what would happen if we acquired more donations than 
anticipated.  Manager Wolff replied that the Village would increase the 
budget for the show in the next year. 
 
A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Grey {Eberhart} to 
approve the 2018 Fireworks Contract submitted by Freedom Fireworks 
with the increased show total amount of $10,000. YEAS; Grey, Griffin, 
Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, & Torgerson: Nays; None. MOTION 
CARRIED 6-0-0. 
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5. Designation of Voting Member: Tri-County Meeting:  
The Annual District Meeting for the power company is coming up in 
May. Due to the meeting being the same evening as the May Council 
meeting, the Village opted not to send anyone to this event. 
 

6. Proposed Resolution 2018-01 Resolution 1 of 2 for the Annual Renewal 
Broomfield Twp. Fire Protection Special Assessment District: 
The Village Council received the first of the two required resolutions to 
renew the Special Assessment District for fire protection for our 
Broomfield Township side of the community. This Resolution sets a 
Public Hearing for the May 15th meeting for the approval of the 
Special Assessment Roll and renewal of the district. 
 
A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Eberhart to approve 
Resolution 2018-01 Annual Renewal Broomfield Twp. Fire Protection 
Special Assessment District. 
 
YEAS; Griffin, Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, & Torgerson: Nays; 
None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 
 

7. Proposed Ordinance 2018-01; Conditional Rezoning of 565 N. 
Coldwater Rd: 
The Village Council was given a proposed ordinance recommended by 
the Planning Commission earlier this year. The ordinance would 
conditionally rezone the property at 565 N. Coldwater Road from Lake 
Residential 1 to East Coldwater Business. Cueny would like to point 
out that the Master Plan survey indicated that the majority of survey 
takers did not want B&B’s in Lake Isabella.  He feels that if it is 
allowed for one it should be allowed for all to apply to be a B&B.  He 
stated that this was not a personal objection to the Fiorillo’s request, 
but feels that it should be allowed for everyone or none. 
 
Griffin stated his concerns in regards to traffic due to a hill being right 
south of the proposed use.  He also stated his concerns for the 
neighbors.  Griffin also reminded the Council that the Village has 
turned down other requests of the same use nature.  Griffin then 
asked how it fit in with the current business district.  Wolff stated that 
it does not fit in with the current business district boundaries, and 
would be surrounded by property not zoned commercial. 
 
Torgerson asked what the proposal would entail including what has 
already been approved for that specific piece of land. 
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The Applicant responded that currently he has an approved 
woodworking shop and an approved wedding venue.  He is asking for 
additional approval through the rezoning process to add a B&B for 
short-term lodging. 
 
Griffin asked the applicant if it would be connected to the wedding 
events held there. 
 
The applicant responded that when a wedding was booked that only 
the wedding would have the ability to rent at the proposed B&B.  He 
also went on to state that to his knowledge the other B&B proposals 
were lakefront.  He continued his response that he has 5 out of 6 
neighbors approval for the wedding venue that was approved and that 
out of the wedding venue and the B&B, the wedding venue would 
produce more noise so he feels that his neighbors would not have a 
noise concern for the proposed B&B.  He also addressed the traffic 
issue stating the limited number of rooms available would result in 
limited traffic increase. 
 
Eberhart asked the applicant if he thought golfers would use the 
proposed B&B.  The applicant stated he does feel that golfers would 
use the B&B and that letting them stay there could in theory make 
them like the area enough to buy land in Lake Isabella. 
 
Proposed Ordinance 2018-01; Conditional Rezoning 565 N. Coldwater 
Rd was formally introduced by Torgerson and a public hearing set for 
the May 2018 meeting. 
 

8. Garages Across the Street Discussion:  
Earlier this year the Planning Commission discussed the 
implementation of the Village Accessory Structure Ordinance. The 
Planning Commission has had three requests this year for Special Land 
Use garages, including our first approval for a garage across the street 
from a dwelling.  To assist in reviewing applications, a checklist was 
developed for the applicant to consider when preparing their 
documents. Wolff included this for the Council to review.  Through the 
review on this section, and work on three different SLU projects, a few 
areas of concern have come to light that should be reviewed by the 
Council before a draft of any updates to the code for the Planning 
Commission to review can be considered. 
 
A few of these issues are:  

 Do we need to further clarify what is considered “across the 
street?” 
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 Concerns have been voiced about the code not limiting overhead 
door height, and larger (taller) doors not being harmonious with 
a residential setting. 

 The Planning Commission last month discussed amending the 
regulations which limit portable/temporary tent sheds. 

 There is a need for further refinement of how we use the term 
“eaves” in the ordinance. 

 The condition that the Village requires that any façade facing a 
right-of-way greater than 30 feet have an offset. 

 
Wolff gave a brief presentation of each topic and why the Planning 
Commission has been revisiting them.  He asked the Council its 
thoughts on what should be changed or added.  Wolff also stated the 
Planning Commission would like the Council’s input on how to properly 
enforce this ordinance for cul-de-sacs.  Wolff also spoke on the survey 
he sent to the Village Council, Planning Commission, and staff in 
regards to what was considered across the street in terms of cul-de-
sacs. 
 
Griffin stated that the lots should be 50% or more overlapping.  He 
also asked for support in repealing the garages across the street. 
 
Cueny stated he felt the issue should be determined by street frontage 
and not in the way the house is situated on a lot. 
 
Wolff asked whether the Council felt the Village should follow the side 
property lines to a point of intersection or if only one property line 
extended should be used in determining what is considered across the 
street. 
 
Eberhart stated that he agreed with Griffin. 
 
Torgerson stated that the Village could consider placing cul-de-sacs in 
the same section as waterfront lots in this ordinance. 
 
Cueny asked what the consensus of the Planning Commission was.  To 
which it was stated that they agreed they needed further clarification 
and that is what they are asking for from the Council. 
 
It was concluded that Wolff has enough insight from the Council to 
take back to the Planning Commission at the next meeting held. 
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9. Collection of Delinquent Personal Property Taxes:  
Earlier this month the Village sent notice to PWGG (AKA “Isabella 
Pellet”) that their 2017 Personal Property Tax Bill to the Village was 
still unpaid. Also partially unpaid are the 2017 Personal Property Taxes 
due to Sherman Township.  
 
Also, the Council has received several complaints that the Village Hall 
has received in the past two weeks on the operations of the factory 
from neighboring properties. Wolff submitted these complaints to the 
regional DEQ office in Bay City, and also followed-up with a letter 
detailing the Village’s ordinance. Wolff did review the village ordinance 
with our attorney, and legal counsel is comfortable with the Village’s 
ability to enforce. It is Manager Wolff’s intention to enforce the village 
ordinance through the Municipal Civil Infraction process. If that 
avenue does not address the issue the Village Council should be 
prepared to receive a recommendation for additional enforcement 
action.  
 
Manager Wolff also requested that the Council approve a motion which 
authorizes staff to work with Sherman Township as the first course of 
action, or independently if needed, to collect the delinquent personal 
property taxes including beginning the asset seizure process to satisfy 
the unpaid 2017 personal property taxes. 
 
A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Griffin the authorization 
for staff to work with Sherman Township as the first course of action, 
or independently if they do not plan to attempt to collect their 
delinquent taxes, to begin the asset seizure process to satisfy the 
unpaid 2017 personal property taxes. 
 
VOICE VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 
 
The Council stated they would like Manager Wolff to draft a resolution 
stating the Village’s formal request for the DEQ to action on the 
violation of their permit issued to the PWGG (AKA “Isabella Pellet”). 
 
Without objection, Torgerson recessed the meeting at 9:00 pm for the 
above resolution to be drafted. 
 
The Village Council resumed the meeting at 9:17 pm. 
 
Resolution 2018-02 requesting formal action to be taken by the DEQ 
was presented to the Council for review. 
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A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Grey to approve Resolution 
2018-02 as presented: YEAS; Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, & 
Torgerson: Nays; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 
 
 
Public Comments:  

Mike Scherba of Isabella Vista –Requested that the Council reconsider 
the garages across the street portion of the garage ordinance.  He also 
asked if a moratorium could be put in effect until the Council had a 
resolution to the issues stated above on the topic.  He requested that 
the Council look at the 3 mentioned recent garage approvals. 

 
Announcements: 

Wolff stated that the Planning Commission has a public hearing slated 
for their May 8th meeting. 

 
With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 9:30 pm. 
 
 
 

  Jeffrey P. Grey    

Jeff Grey, Village Clerk 
 
 
 

   David K. Torgerson   

Dave Torgerson, Village President 
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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
May 15, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 
 

Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & 
Torgerson 

 

Members Absent:   None 
 

The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 
 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 7-0-
0. 
 

Reports: 
Village President: No Report 
 

Village Manager:  
 Wolff submitted a written report to the Council.  Wolff informed the 

Council that he had reached out to the Isabella County Sheriff’s 
Department to begin the process of a formal proposal on a dedicated 
contract and to the Village’s attorney regarding funding the proposal 
through a millage approved as a Charter Amendment at the November 
election. 

 

 Wolff told the Council that dust control brine was applied on May 5th. 
 

 Wolff informed the Council that the Isabella Pellet Factory is now 
current on all taxes owing to the Village.  

 

LIPOA: No Report  
 

Public Hearing(s): 
1. Proposed Resolution 2018-02; Resolution 2 of 2 for the Annual           

Renewal of the Broomfield Twp. Fire Protection Special Assessment 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:04 PM. 

Public Comments: None 

Council Comments: None 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:05 PM. 
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A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Kiel, to accept proposed 
Resolution 2018-02; Resolution 2 of 2 for the Annual Renewal of the 
Broomfield Twp. Fire Protection Special Assessment. ROLL CALL VOTE; 
YEAS: Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Shoemaker, Cueny & Torgerson NAYS: 
None; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 
 

2. Proposed Resolution 2018-03; Sale of Village Lots 
 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:07 PM. 

Public Comments: None 

Council Comments:  

 Shoemaker stated that he is bothered by non-adjacent owners 
purchasing the lots at the prices offered by the Village as he feels it 
is undercutting realtors and brokers who are also trying to sell 
vacant property in the community. 

 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:10 PM. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Grey, to accept proposed 
Resolution 2018-03; Sale of Village Lots. ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: 
Grey, Griffin, Cueny, Eberhart & Torgerson NAYS: Shoemaker; 
MOTION CARRIED (6-1-0). 
 

3. Proposed Ordinance 2018-01; Conditional Rezoning of 565 N. 
Coldwater Road.  
 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:11 PM. 
 

Public Comments:  
 Ed Bayless of Essex Dr asked how the Village interprets the 

required 300 ft. mailing area? Wolff stated that the Village has 
always gone by the property line of the parcel.  

 

 Scott Wager of Crown Point stated the property in question is 
unique to other property situated in the Village and a Bed & 
Breakfast on that piece of property would add character and peak 
potential landowners interest.  He fully supports this endeavor. 

 

 Debby Sopha of Putter Drive asked if there is going to be another 
structure built and where is the parking lot and road going to be 
located. Mike Fiorillo (Applicant) stated that he has no plans at this 
time for building another structure.  He also stated that the parking 
lot will be on the northeast side of his property right off Coldwater 
Rd. Sopha stated that based on Mr. Fiorillo’s answer she also 
supports this conditional rezoning. 
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 Jan Wyant of the Barn Door spoke in favor of this proposal stating 
that it fills a need in the community as the nearest lodging for Lake 
Isabella is Mt. Pleasant.  She stated not only will it help the 
residents here with guest overflow but will also be a bonus to the 
local businesses in the area. 

Council Comments:  
 Kiel asked if the property/business could be used for anything other 

than what is being presented tonight and if this conditional rezoning 
runs with the land. Wolff stated that as part of the conditional 
rezoning it would stay a B&B and that a conditional rezoning runs 
with the land unless the use is abated. 
 

 Cueny stated that this would fall under hotel/motel and that he 
feels that the lodging definition should have been kept in the 
ordinance because a B&B better fits under lodging and there was 
more control under the lodging portion than there is under the 
current hotel/motel. 
 

 Eberhart asked what the Village’s definition of short-term rental is. 
Wolff stated there is not a definition of short-term rental in the 
current zoning ordinance.  The Village’s rental code however 
restricts rentals to a minimum of 28 days. 
 

 Eberhart asked how well the Village could control the noise and if 
the short-term rental could be used for an actual rental. Grey 
stated that the Village has a current noise ordinance in place that 
could control the noise if necessary. 
 

 Eberhart stated that he agrees with the public comment in 
reference to the need for a B&B for friends and family of property 
owners. 
 

 Cueny stated that he is in favor of B&B’s but not for just one owner 
to have. 
 

 Kiel stated that he thought we had a request for this in the past and 
it was his understanding the only reason it was denied was because 
it was on the water and that raised concerns regarding lake access 
and overcrowding on the lake. 
 

 Griffin stated that Kiel was correct and that this conditional rezoning 
is more in line with the zoning around it plus it is on Coldwater Rd.  
Also, it is not located on the water. 
 

 Cueny stated that Griffin brought up a good point and that the 
neighbors seem to all be in agreement as there were no negative 
comments regarding the conditional rezoning.  He asked if 
customers would be able to access the lake as guests during their 
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stay at Mr. Fiorillo’s. Fiorillo responded to Cueny and stated that he 
is not a member of the Lake Isabella Property Owners’ Association 
therefore his customers would not be allowed to use the lake 
currently.  Wolff also brought up that this piece of property is 
unplatted and not under any building and use restrictions so per the 
Lake Isabella Property Owners’ Association it would Fiorillo would be 
considered a special member if he ever joined. 
 

 Kiel asked what stops someone else from applying for a B&B? Wolff 
stated unless the property was located in a district where that use 
was permitted any property wishing to do a B&B would have to also 
do a rezoning 
 

 Eberhart asked once this is adopted if the Planning Commission, at 
their next meeting, could review and revise the timeframe for 
short-term rentals. 
 

 Cueny stated that even if they did this property would be 
grandfathered in. 
 

 Kiel asked if the conditional rezoning could be done on a trial basis? 
Wolff stated that could not happen with the conditional rezoning 
before the council tonight as only the applicant can make changes 
to the document and if changes were made the entire process 
would have to start over. 
 

 Kiel asked how many proposed people will be able to use the B&B? 
Fiorillo stated he is starting with room for 10 with the potential for 
up to 14. 

 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:37 PM. 
 

A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Grey, to accept 
Proposed Ordinance 2018-01; Conditional Rezoning of 565 N. 
Coldwater Road.  
 

ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, Eberhart & Grey 
NAYS: Cueny and Torgerson; MOTION CARRIED (5-2-0). 
 

4. Proposed Ordinance 2018-04; Refuse Hauler Licensing 
 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:39 PM. 

Public Comments:  

 Scott Voight of Fairway Drive stated that if this proposed ordinance 
was for the people than it should remain open for competition as 
competition produces better prices.  He also asked who actually 
owns the roads in the Village of Lake Isabella, whether it was the 
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Village or the people.  Voight also stated he feels that this is just a 
money grab for the Village. 
 

 Ed Bayless of Essex Drive stated that economy of scale comes into 
play in this situation which should produce the best price.  He 
stated that at his home in his former township there were many 
more benefits to having a single hauler. 

 
 Mike Scherba of Isabella Vista asked if dumpsters and only 

companies offering only dumpsters would fall under this ordinance. 
 
 Kathy Bayless -Essex- Bayless asked if this would include recycling 

and yard waste? 
 

Council Comments: 

 Cueny stated that the property owners within Lake Isabella own the 
roads however they have entrusted the council to do what is best 
for the Village of Lake Isabella and that entails making sure the 
Village street system is looked after. 

 Eberhart stated that no money would come to the Village of Lake 
Isabella. 

 Wolff stated that this would not be a contract it would be a 
franchise agreement. 

 Cueny agreed with Eberhart and added that all billing would be 
handled by the company that is chosen. 

 Grey asked if there was anything stopping people from not 
purchasing a service from the company chosen. 

 Cueny stated that already happens now and there would be no 
penalty unless it became blight. 

 Wolff stated that it would be the property owners right however 
they would not be allowed to contract with any other company to 
remove their refuse from within the Village. If they personally took 
it someplace else, they could have it collected and disposed of as 
they wish. 

 Torgerson stated that the Village already has recycling every other 
week through an agreement with Isabella County, and that this 
does not impact that service. 

 Wolff stated that yard waste was included as an option in the RFP.  
Wolff also stated that dumpsters would not fall under the same 
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category as waste haulers and those individual companies would 
still be allowed to operate within the Village of Lake Isabella. 

 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:54 PM. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Griffin, to accept proposed 
Ordinance 2018-04; Refuse Hauler Licensing.  
 

ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin & Torgerson NAYS: None; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 
 

Public Comments: None 

Existing Business: None 

New Business: 
1. Homeworks Tri-County Franchise: 

The Council received a proposed Franchise Ordinance from Homeworks 
Tri-County for electric service in the Village.  Wolff stated that the 
offer from Homeworks was not in a form that the Council could 
approve as it is not in compliance with the Village Charter.  Wolff also 
stated that the proposed franchise would be in conflict with the 
Village’s adopted Right-of-Way ordinance.  He supplied the Council 
with a counter agreement that he would like to submit to Homeworks. 

Several Council members stated that they were concerned about 
Homeworks offer which included permission in the future to construct 
above ground poles and wires.  Comments were made by individual 
members that they could not support an agreement with that 
condition included, and having the utility wires underground is key 
characteristic of the community. 

After discussion Wolff was authorized to submit the draft prepared by 
him and the Village Attorney to Homeworks for consideration. 
 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2017-02; Land Use Site Conditions & Approval 
Criteria: 
 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Cueny, to hold a Work 
Session to address Proposed Ordinances 2017-02, 2018-02, and 
2018-03 on Monday, May 21, 2018 at 9am.  ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: 
Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel & Torgerson NAYS: 
None; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 
 

3. Proposed Ordinance 2018-02; Airport Hazard Overlay Ordinance: 
 

See motion made in New Business #2. 
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4. Proposed Ordinance 2018-03; Lake Isabella Zoning Map Amendment:  
 

See motion made in New Business #2. 
 

5. Proposed Agreement: Isabella County 2018 Lake Patrols:  
 

Isabella County Sheriff Main submitted three options for the Village to 
consider for the number of lake patrol dates this summer.  The first 
option is for 2 days, the second option is for 3 days, and the last 
option if for 4 days.  These days are in addition to the Fireworks on 
June 30th. 
 

Wolff’s recommendation would be to authorize the Clerk and President 
sign an agreement at the 4 days rate of $2,993.12. 
 

Cueny asked if the proposed agreement still pertained to the grant 
money the Sheriff receives for such patrols. Wolff stated that is was. 
 

Eberhart asked if the Village was aware of the specific dates that 
would be utilized. Wolff stated that the Village does not receive 
notification pertaining to specific dates, but that weekends are when 
the service is performed. 
 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Grey, to accept the Proposed 
Lake Patrol Agreement with the Isabella County Sheriff Department for 
the 4 days at a rate of $2,993.12. ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Cueny, 
Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker & Torgerson NAYS: None; 
MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 
 

6. 2018-2019 Proposed Budget: 
A draft of the Line Item Budget and Executive Summary of the Capital 
Improvement Plan that will be presented to the Finance Committee 
was received by the Council. In addition to needing to present the 
budget to the Finance Committee, Wolff stated that the 2017‐18 
Budget Amendments also needed to be presented for their review.  
Wolff asked that a Finance Committee meeting is scheduled for some 
time between the May Council meeting and the end of May. This will 
allow Wolff to have the final budget document on the website well in 
advance of the June Village Council meeting for the public to inspect.  
 

Cueny inquired about the new way the budget was displayed. 
 

Wolff responded that the document does look different than in recent 
years, as the Village needed to make changes this winter to its Chart 
of Accounts to comply with the State of Michigan. 
 

Cueny asked what the new account in Public Works was for. 
 

Wolff stated that it was for brine for Rolland Rd. which by statute 
cannot be taken out of the Village Major/Local street funds. 
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Cueny asked where the funds would come from in regards to the 
2021/2022 budget year and the issuance of the 10-year performance 
bonds. Wolff stated that it would come out of the Major Street Fund.  
He also stated that this would not be a proposed tax hike and would 
be contingent upon what happens at the state level in regards to 
funding to the Village. 
 

Cueny asked about the truck purchase for 2018/2019.  Wolff stated 
this was in regards to the same purchase that was not made this past 
fiscal year. 
 

Cueny asked about the used loader and why it was needed. Wolff 
stated that currently we are at a point where we need a bigger piece 
of equipment to handle the brush pile.  He stated that during the past 
5 years the Village has paid over $17,000 to rent a similar item to 
simply load salt for winter maintenance. 
 

A finance committee meeting will be set. 
 

7. Proposed Resolution 2018-04: 
 

Proposed Resolution 2018-04 updates the Organizational Chart of the 
Village. The proposed chart reflects the various funds/departments in 
the budget by their number. It also is very close to the division of 
expenses in the Village audit. The exception being the Sewer and 
Airport are treated as Enterprise (Business Type) Funds. Those 
functions typically are associated with a revenue stream directly 
connected to the operation of the fund. That is not the case with Lake 
Isabella as both of those functions are non-revenue generating. 
 

A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Kiel, to accept Proposed 
Resolution 2018-04. ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, 
Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny & Torgerson NAYS: None; MOTION CARRIED 
(7-0-0). 
 

Eberhart would like to thank Wolff for all his time and effort in 
generating all of these documents for the Village. 

 
Public Comments:  
 

Scott Voight of Fairway Dr.  expressed his apologizes in regards to the 
money grab comment he made earlier and was happy that the Council 
cleared that up for him.  He also asked that the Council take a look at 
the logistics of the fireworks display due to his negative experience 
last year. 
 

Brandon Wegener of Bonanza Lane asked if the work session is open 
to the public and if the planning commission would be there as well. 
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Mike Scherba of Isabella Vista thanked Tim for being diligent in 
overseeing the franchise agreement with Homeworks Tri-County 
Electric as he is also opposed to above-ground utility lines. 

 

Announcements: 
Grey stated that he would be attending training in June to allow him to 
help Sherman township with their election. 

 

With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 8:34 pm. 
 
 
 
 Jeffrey P. Grey    

Jeff Grey, Village Clerk 
 
 
 
 David K. Torgerson   

Dave Torgerson, Village President 



Village of Lake Isabella 
Village	Council	Minutes	
May	21,	2018	

1010	Clubhouse	Drive	
Lake	Isabella,	MI,	48893	

989.644.8654	

  

The Meeting was called to order at 9:00 AM by Torgerson. 

Members Present: Cueny, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & Torgerson 
Members Absent: Eberhart & Shoemaker 

Public Comments: Two letters were submitted prior to the meeting.  Those are attached. 

Existing Business: 

1. Proposed Ordinance 2017-02 

Proposed Ordinance 2017-02 was reviewed by the Council. 

Cueny requested that some type of reference to the development of Single-family Dwellings 
be included in Chapter 1262.  Wolff stated that it would easiest to do this by reference to the 
standards in Chapter 1212.  There were no objections to this being added to the draft. 

Cueny asked about the reasons for the Planning Commission to remove the Lodge use from 
the draft.  Grey responded that members of the Planning Commission had concerns that the 
language would have allowed for the larger waterfront properties to be converted into Lodges. 

The Council requested that the Planning Commission conduct a review of short-term lodging 
regulations and determine if changes should be made to the zoning code. 

There was discussion regarding the proper districts for Wedding Venues, and what should be 
the minimum parcel size.  No changes were made to the draft. 

There was discussion regarding the requirement that Aircraft Hangars have a hard-surfaced 
floor.  Wolff and Airport Manager Courser stated that this should be required in their opinions. 

Kiel stated that he does not feel a hard-surfaced floor should be required, and it that it drives 
the cost of construction up for people who want to build. 

Griffin asked roughly how many more hangars could be built near the airport.  Wolff responded 
that he would estimate the number to be around 10. 

Courser stated that the floor is a good idea as it deters rodents, and also helps protect the 
environment from fuel leaks. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Kiel, to remove the requirement of a hard-surfaced 
floor from Private Aircraft Hangars.  VOICE VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

There were no additional items of discussion. Wolff stated he would have an updated draft for 
the Council to review at its June 19th meeting. 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-02 

Wolff provided a review of Proposed Ordinance 2018-02.  He stated that based on the changes 
made to Proposed Ordinance 2017-02 and the proposed rezoning via Proposed Ordinance 
2018-03 that he was not comfortable recommending the Council adopt this ordinance.  He 
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stated that based on the nature of operations of the Lake Isabella Airport what was being 
proposed was overkill. 

Airport Manager Courser also stated that while he likes the idea of the ordinance, that the scope 
of operations at the airport did not justify an ordinance of this scale. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Cueny, to postpone indefinitely and remove from 
the Council’s agenda Proposed Ordinance 2018-02.  VOICE VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-
0-0. 

3. Proposed Ordinance 2018-03 
Proposed Ordinance 2018-03 was introduced by Kiel. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Grey, to hold the required Public Hearing as part of 
the June 19th Village Council meeting.  VOICE VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

Public Comments: None 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:10 AM. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X\ Jeffrey P. Grey    

Jeffrey P. Grey, Village Clerk 
 
 
 
 

X\ David K. Torgerson  

David K. Torgerson, Village President 
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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
June 19, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 
 

Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & 
Torgerson 

Members Absent:   None 

The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.   

MOTION CARRIED 7-0-0. 

Reports: 

Village President:  

Torgerson stated the Village of Lake Isabella had the  
following terms open for appointment:  
 
2 – Three-year terms on the Planning Commission. 
1 – Remainder of a three-year term on the Planning Commission  
1 – Three-year term on the Zoning Board of Appeals. 
2 – Alternate members of the Zoning Board of Appeals 
1 – Three-year term on the Board of Ethics 
 
Torgerson advised the following people submitted applications and 
with the consent of the council appointed the following: 

 Farzad Tafreshi - Planning Commission three-year term. 
 Mike Simon - Planning Commission three-year term. 
 Tom Courser - Planning Commission three-year remainder term. 
 Lee Prince - Three-year term on the Zoning Board of Appeals 
 Bernie Baldwin - Three-year term on the Board of Ethics 

Village Manager:  

Wolff submitted a written report to the Council.  Wolff updated the 
Council on the status of donations for the 2018 fireworks show.  Wolff 
then stated that he is working on RFP’s for crack sealing, pavement 
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markings, and a pickup truck purchase.  Wolff mentioned that 
Representative Hauck will have in district hours on June 22nd from 11 
AM until noon.  Wolff reported to the council the E.coli status he had 
received from the health department thus far indicated no issues for 
Lake Isabella.  Wolff ended his report with a detailed letter regarding 
the Broomfield Township Assessor Roll seizure by the state of 
Michigan. 

LIPOA:  

John Eberhart state that 180 acres of the lake had been treated on 
June 12th and 13th.  He stated that overall the lake looked good.  

Public Hearing(s): 

1. Proposed Resolution 2018-05 - 2018-2019 General Appropriation Act 
& Millage Rate to be Levied Assessment 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:14 PM. 

Public Comments: None 

Council Comments:  

 Cueny asked for clarification of the Coyne Oil card.  Wolff replied it 
was not a credit card but a fleet fueling card used to get gas 
without sales tax added to the price. 

 Cueny asked why the word special assessment was in the budget 
in regards to the Sheriff Contract.  Wolff stated that he felt it was 
appropriate to include all options in what he is recommending the 
Council consider discussing.  He stated that it was simply his 
recommendation that the Council consider these options, and did 
not reflect the approval of any position or policy by the Council.  
Cueny asked that the minutes to reflect that he did not agree to 
include the words special assessments, that he only agreed to a 
voted-on mileage, and that if the words were not stricken from the 
budget, although he states the budget itself is good, he will vote 
no on approving the 2018-2019 budget. 

 Griffin commended Wolff on all the time and effort put into 
creating the budget. 

 Eberhart agrees with Cueny on the special assessment issue but 
will vote to approve the budget so that discussion can be had on 
how to proceed with the Sheriff contract. 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:32 PM. 
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A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Griffin, to accept proposed 
Resolution 2018-05; 2018-2019 General Appropriation Act & Millage 
Rate to be Levied Assessment. ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Grey, Griffin, 
Kiel, Shoemaker, Eberhart & Torgerson NAYS: Cueny; MOTION 
CARRIED (6-1-0). 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-03; Zoning Map Amendment 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:33 PM. 

Public Comments: 

 Todd Haggart of Bonanza Ln asked how this would affect his 
property.  He stated he feels by making the size requirements 
larger for homes that he would not be able to meet the criteria, 
stay out of the floodplain, and have the proper distances for well, 
septic, and drain field.  Haggart also asked the size requirement for 
a drain field on a home of the proposed size. 

 Al Davis of Coldwater Rd stated that he was under the impression 
that septic permits/drain fields were based solely on the number of 
bedrooms in a home.  He also stated that he believed the Health 
Department mandated space for two drain fields. 

Council Comments:  

 Griffin asked for the rationale in the rezoning. 

 Wolff stated it was to become more in compliance with the Village 
Master Plan. 

 Cueny asked if an exemption could be made for Haggart’s lot. 

 Grey proposed keeping the proposed ordinance in place and have 
Haggart go through the variance process. 

 Kiel stated that the Village should look further into the Haggart lot 
prior to making a decision on the proposed ordinance. 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:50 PM. 

A motion was made by Grey, No Support, to accept Proposed 
Ordinance 2018-03; Zoning Map Amendment.  

Grey asked that his previous motion be withdrawn.  The withdraw was 
accepted as presented without objection. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to postpone action 
on Proposed Ordinance 2018-03; Zoning Map Amendment until the 
next meeting date to review the impact of minimum development sizes 
on the lots subject to rezoning.  ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Griffin, Kiel, 
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Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey & Torgerson NAYS: None; MOTION 
CARRIED (7-0-0). 

 

Public Comments:  

Brandon Wegener of Bonanza Lane stated that he noticed the council 
had removed the hard surface criteria and asked what the councils line 
of thinking pertaining to this decision. 

Al Davis of Coldwater Rd stated he would like to see a building finished 
with a hard surface. 

Grey responded that his reasoning is due in part to cost but that he 
also would like to see other village residents be able to store their toys 
inside.  He stated he does not want to prohibit the private side of the 
sector however he would support hard surfaces if it was a commercial 
use. 

Keil stated that was his line of thinking as well and that he doesn’t feel 
there is any more private storage areas that will be built in that area. 

Existing Business:  

1. Proposed Ordinance 2017-02; Land Use Site Conditions & Approval 
Criteria: 

An updated draft of Proposed Ordinance 2017-02 reflecting the 
changes made at the May 21st Special Meeting was presented to the 
Council.   Those changes are as follows were the removal of a hard 
surface floor requirement from Use #5, Aircraft Hangar Private and 
the addition of “Detached Single-Family Dwelling” as Use #81. 

Cueny introduced Ordinance 2017-02: Land Use Site Conditions & 
Approval Criteria with the proposed changes and a public hearing was 
set for the July 2018 meeting. 

2. Electric Utility Franchise Agreement Homework’s Tri-County: 

A draft of the proposed Franchise Agreement with Tri County was 
presented to the council.  This was officially placed on file with the 
Village Clerk on June 1st. The Village Charter requires that a proposed 
Franchise Agreement be on file for at least 30 days before the Council 
can approve. A notice of the filing was published in the Morning Sun, 
and also on the Village website.  
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Cueny asked a question in regards to mandating that the lines be 
underground. 

Wolff stated that some companies may be charging a fee that enables 
them to adhere to the burying of lines. 

Cueny formally introduced the Electric Utility Franchise Agreement 
Homework’s Tri-County and a public hearing was set for the July 2018 
meeting. 

3. Approval of Refuse Hauler Licensing RFP: 

A draft of the RFP for the Refuse Licensing required under the recently 
adopted ordinance creating Chapter 822 was presented to the Council 
for review prior to being published. 

Wolff stated that it had been brought to his attention that the council 
should review the rate change limit as currently it could be changed 
every 60 days with notice. 

Kiel asked if that means companies can just change the rate to 
whatever they choose without coming back through the Village 
Council? 

Wolff stated that yes, a company only had to notify the Village of the 
rate change. 

The Council discussed different ways to ensure the property owners 
would get the best service without the fear of price hikes. 

Ike King, of King’s disposal, stated that in other contracts they 
reference to the CPI index and state that any increase cannot exceed 
that. 

The Council received that idea favorably and asked that a change to 
reflect as such be made.  Once the change has been made the Council 
has asked for the staff to proceed with mailing the RFP’s out.  

New Business: 

1. Proposed Resolution 2018-06; FY 2017-18 Budget Amendments: 

A resolution and final list of budget numbers for 2017-18 was 
presented to the Village Council. There has since been two repairs and 
one purchase that we need to account for. Both of the Village mowers 
required serviced this month, and a small utility trailer was needed to 
move the smaller mower around.  

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Grey, to accept Resolution 
2018-06; FY 2017-18 Budget Amendments with the additional repairs 
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and purchase to be included in the amendments.  ROLL CALL VOTE: 
YEAS: Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, & Torgerson; 
NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 7-0-0. 

2. Introduction of Proposed Resolution; Amendment to Section 10.02 of 
the Village Charter & Schedule Special Meeting: 

Wolff stated that the Council was in possession of a draft of a 
Proposed Resolution that has been initially reviewed by the Attorney 
General to amend Section 10.02 of the Village Charter. The process 
for proposed a Charter Amendment from the Legislative Body requires 
that once an Amendment is introduced, that it is published and lay on 
the table for 30 days before the Council may act. After the 30 days, 
the Resolution must be adopted by a 2/3 vote. Michigan election law 
requires that the Village have the Resolution adopted and certified 
ballot language to the County Clerk by August 14th.  It should be 
noted that the A.G.’s office has unofficially reviewed the proposed 
amendment and had no objections, it is still currently reviewing in an 
unofficial capacity the entirety of the Resolution. 

Wolff stated that to meet deadlines it may be beneficial to hold a 
special meeting or to push back the regular meeting by a week. 

Cueny asked a question in regards to the wording for requested 
mileages. 

Wolff responded that it was language clean up. 

The Council responded favorably and will check their availability and 
reply to Wolff as to what date works for them. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Griffin, to accept the 
Introduction of Proposed Resolution; Amendment to Section 10.02 of 
the Village Charter & Schedule a Special Meeting.  ROLL CALL VOTE: 
YEAS: Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel & Torgerson; 
NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 7-0-0. 

3. Proposed Update to Village Council Rules: 

A draft of amendments to the Village Council rules which deal with 
clarifying the nature of Special Meetings which are Work Sessions was 
presented to the Council. 

Wolff was asked to present this in a formal manner at the July 2018 
meeting. 
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4. Proposed Update to Employee Handbook:  

The Council received the proposed update to the Employee handbook 
along with a letter from the Village’s Liability Insurance Company, and 
an updated Employee Handbook. You may recall we worked on 
updating the Employee Handbook in 2017. At the December meeting, 
the Council opted to adopt the most recent draft. This was done after 
sending that draft to the Village insurance company for review. The 
review was returned to the Village the day after the December 
meeting. Wolff has taken the handbook and made revisions based on 
the review. In addition to the changes suggested by our insurance 
company, Wolff has reworded the retirement section to be more 
flexible in terms of options for staff. It does not change the 
contribution level, simply the options that staff has for investing. 

Cueny wanted to be clear on mandating seatbelt use in all Village 
vehicles. 

Cueny inquired about limiting staff outside employment. 

Grey stated he did not feel comfortable limiting outside employment 
for staff members. 

Wolff stated that outside employment is touched on in his contract. 

Cueny stated that the Council should have more of a salary 
breakdown/control over staff salary increases. 

5. Public Participation Plan:  

A draft of a Public Participation Plan was required through the 
Redevelopment Ready Communities process. This was one of several 
items that the Village needed to address in efforts to become RRC 
Certified. Wolff would like to the Council to review, and then consider 
it at the July meeting. A draft has been submitted to the MEDC for 
their review as part of the RRC process. 

6. Non-profit Resolution for Online Banking: 

This Resolution is from Isabella Bank which would authorize the 
Village to go to online banking for obtaining our statements. This 
should help Village staff in getting account information in a timely 
manner for financial statements. It does not grant the ability to 
transfer money electronically, only view the account. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart to approve the 
Non-profit Resolution for Online Banking from Isabella Bank.  ROLL 
CALL VOTE: YEAS:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker & 
Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 7-0-0. 
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7. Airport Manager Resolution: 

This Resolution disbands the Airport Advisory Board and places the 
authority for oversight of the Village Airport in the position of the 
Airport Manager. The oversight of the Airport is required to be 
established by ordinance or resolution. This would formally end the 
Village’s board but would have no impact on the property owner 
association board.  

A motion was made Eberhart, seconded by Kiel, to approve Resolution 
2018-07; Airport Manager.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION 
CARRIED 7-0-0. 

Public Comments:  

Ike King of Vestaburg asked what a company should do if they have 
not been in business for two years in regards to the Single Hauler 
RFP’s. 

The Council responded that the company should state that on the RFP. 

Brandon Wegener of Bonanza Ln thanked Kiel and Grey for their 
response to his earlier question and asked the remainder of the 
Council to respond to the same question. 

Cueny responded to the question by stating that originally, he was 
against it but that it was significant enough to be considered a reason 
for not delaying the process any further. 

Torgerson stated that his reasoning was the same as Cueny’s. 

Scott Voigt of Fairway Dr wanted to know if the Council had a 
discussion regarding the fireworks incident complaint he made at the 
last meeting.  He also stated that the sign at the intersection of River 
Rd and Pueblo Pass that reads “No Outlets” should be removed as 
there are clearly outlets. 

Announcements: 

With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 8:40 pm. 

 

 

 Jeffrey P. Grey    David K. Torgerson  

Jeff Grey, Village Clerk    David K. Torgerson 
Village Clerk     Village President 



Lake Isabella Village Council 
Rescheduled Regular Minutes 
July 24, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
At 7:00 PM the meeting was Called to Order by Village President David Torgerson and 
the Pledge of Allegiance was recited. 
 
Members Present: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & Torgerson 
Members Excused: Shoemaker 
 
Agenda Approval: 

Torgerson asked if there were any amendments to offer for the Agenda.  After seeing 
none, Torgerson ruled that the Agenda was accepted by consent without objection or 
modification. 

 
Consent Agenda: 

Wolff reported that Cueny had identified two typos in the minutes from the previous 
meeting that needed to be corrected. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Cueny, to approve the Consent Agenda 
with the corrected minutes of the June 19, 2018, Village Council meeting.  ROLL 
CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & Torgerson: NAYS; None. 
MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

 
Reports: 

1. Sue Ann Kopmeyer, Director of Isabella County Parks & Recreation; 
Information was presented on the Millage Renewal that is appearing on the 
August ballot.  Kopmeyer reported that the request is to renew the existing 
Millage for six years at the current 0.35 Mill rate.  Kopmeyer discussed the parks 
operated by Isabella County and the 5 to 20 year Conceptual Plan the County has.  
She mentioned that Gilmore Park, located in the Village, is mainly undeveloped 
but has seen an increase in use over the past years. 
Eberhart also asked that it be noted that the County Parks Department has 
supported the fish stocking of the lake in previous years, and thanked Kopmeyer 
for that support. 

2. Village President; 
Torgerson thanked the individuals present for their desire to be involved in the 
community that has taken out petitions to run for both the Village Council and 
Charter Commission. 
Torgerson also stated that the Planning Commission had nominated Dave 
McGrath to be its representative on the Zoning Board of Appeals.  Torgerson 
stated that he agreed with the nomination and asked for the Council’s consent for 
the re-appointment of McGrath to the ZBA as the Planning Commission member.  
There were no objections to the appointment. 
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3. Village Manager; 
Wolff reported on the following items: 

 Contract negations with the Isabella County Sheriff for a single dedicated full-
time deputy for Lake Isabella.  Wolff stated that the initial numbers submitted 
by the Sheriff have the costs very close to a 1 Mill tax levy.  Wolff said that the 
one item which may push the cost over 1 Mill would be if the Village needed to 
purchase a vehicle.  He stated that based on the expenses presented and the 
financing options available for fleet purchasing, this is a expense he feels 
could be absorbed by the Village as part of the General Fund budget if needed. 

 Charter Communications has repaired the line on Fairway Drive by Dana 
Park. 

 MEDC baseline report for the Redevelopment Ready Communities was 
presented to the Council for its review.  Wolff reported that there are a few 
items which will need to be addressed at the August meeting. 

 Audit fieldwork was done during the week of July 17th. 

 GFOA Budget Submission criteria were submitted to the Council for review. 
Wolff stated he would like to nominate the Village’s budget for consideration, 
and also to see what areas of improvement could be identified for future 
budgets. 

 Village Council Candidate Filings (4 seats to be elected): 
 Dave Torgerson 
 Paul Cueny 
 Charlie Kiel 

 Arnold Griffin 
 Brandon Wegener 

 Charter Commission Candidate Filings (5 seats to be elected): 
 Bruce Torgerson 
 Dave Ochander 
 Bill Preuss 

 Larry Cross 
 Mary Cross 

 August 3rd RFP Deadlines 
 Refuse Hauler Licensing.  Wolff reported that he had contact with King’s 

Disposal, Granger, and Republic about submitting an RFP.  He also stated 
that there has been no contact from Waste Management.  In light of that 
he sent a follow-up letter to them to remind them of the invitation. 

 Queens Way / El Camino Mill & Fill.  Wolff stated that he has heard from 
one contractor that will not be bidding as their schedule is already full.  He 
stated that he is getting the impression from other contractors that they 
too may be overbooked.  If this is the case, the project may need to be 
moved to the spring of 2019. 

 Crack Sealing. Wolff stated that two bids have been received. 

 Pick-up Truck Purchase.  Wolff stated that he has spoken with two 
dealerships who have indicated that they plan to submit a bid. 

 Code Enforcement Attorney.  Wolff stated that the Village’s long-time 
attorney for ordinance enforcement passed away on July 3rd. He noted that 
when last advertised in 2006, only one proposal was received. 
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4. LIPOA; 
The LIPOA did not submit a report for the meeting. 

Public Hearing(s): 

1. Proposed Ordinance 2018-06; Non-exclusive 30 Year Electric Utility Franchise 
Agreement with Homeworks Tri-County; 
Torgerson opened a Public Hearing for Proposed Ordinance 2018-06 at 7:16 PM. 

 Public Comments: None 

 Council Comments: None 
Torgerson closed the Public Hearing at 7:17 PM. 
A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Griffin, to adopt Proposed Ordinance 
2018-06. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & 
Torgerson: NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

Public Comments/Questions:  

 Stacey Dudewicz from the Region 7 Area on Aging office in Bay City spoke to the 
Council about the programs offered by the agency.  She reported that in 2017 the 
agency services 1,733 people in Isabella County providing $2,177,159 in services 
to the county.  She stated that they are funded through Medicaid, and offer a 
variety of services to senior citizens. 

Existing Business: 

1. Proposed Ordinance 2017-02; Land Use Site Conditions & Approval Criteria; 
Wolff reported to the Council that due to a scheduling issue, the Village was 
unable to get the Public Hearing notice published in time to meet the 15-day 
statutory deadline to hold a Public Hearing at this meeting. 
Cueny stated that he attended the July Planning Commission meeting and felt 
that with one exception, the members of the Planning Commission were firm in 
their support for requiring Private Aircraft Hangars to have a hard-surfaced floor.  
He stated that he sincerely has grown to respect the work that the Planning 
Commission does as they spend a lot of time discussing issues.  He stated he feels 
that the Council should entertain the hard-surface floor issue again out of respect 
for the work and recommendation of the Planning Commission. 
A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Eberhart, to amend the draft of 
Proposed Ordinance 2017-02 by adding the Planning Commission’s 
recommendation to require a hard-surface floor in new Private Aircraft Hangars. 
Torgerson asked if there was additional discussion on the motion. 
Griffin stated that he feels if a building is storing an airplane, it should have a 
hard-surfaced floor.  
Cueny stated that he feels it is important to be consistent in how buildings are 
regulated, and the Village requires a hard-surfaced floor in detached garages. 
Kiel stated that he feels this has gotten away from the original intent of what the 
Council wanted to do, which was to make it easier for people to store their boats 
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and other “toys”.  He stated that this was part of a more comprehensive project 
that included being more permissive for storing items in rear and side yards, 
allowing garages across the street, and so on.  He stated that storage structures 
around the airport are a good location as most of the buildings there is already 
this type of structure and use. 
Cueny asked if the structure was a self-storage use would the Village require a 
hard-surfaced floor.  Wolff replied that a hard-surfaced floor would be required 
for a self-storage business. 
Wolff stated that he feels the hangar door requirement already makes building a 
hangar to mainly store non-aircraft cost prohibitive.  He stated that most of the 
people who have looked at building a storage building in this area are looking to 
building something smaller in size and that a structure over 40’ long with 10’ side 
walls is not an attractive option for people looking for low-cost storage. 
Grey stated that he agrees with Kiel and that it should be easier for people to 
store items inside.  He stated that if somebody wishes to build a hangar and store 
their boat and motorhome inside, a hard-surfaced floor should not be required as 
it raises the cost and the would make it less attractive for future development. 
Kiel stated that he feels this is a minor issue as there are only four properties left 
where somebody could build a hangar. 
Grey stated that he disagrees with that number, and asked Wolff his view.  Wolff 
stated that by his opinion as the Zoning Administrator that there are roughly a 
dozen locations near the airport where new Private Aircraft Hangars could be 
built. 
Torgerson asked if there was any additional discussion on the motion.  Seeing 
none, he asked for a Roll Call vote on the motion. 
ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, & Torgerson: NAYS; Grey, Griffin, & 
Kiel. 
Grey reported that the vote was 3-3-0.  Torgerson asked for clarification on 
whether his vote as the Village President breaks the tie.  Wolff reported that the 
Village Charter stipulates that action of the Council must be made by the 
affirmative vote of 4 members.  As such, Torgerson ruled that the motion failed as 
there were only 3 votes in the affirmative. 
Without objection, a Public Hearing was set for the August 21 meeting. 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-03; Bonanza Lane Rezoning; 
Wolff presented drawings to the Council showing the lots subject to the rezoning 
all can develop a single-family dwelling to the LR-1 standards. 
Kiel asked Mr. Haggard to address the concerns he spoke to at the previous 
meeting.  Haggard stated that he reviewed the property with the CMDHD and 
they told him that he could put a septic system in the front yard setback and that 
he has room on his lot to build a home to the LR-1 standards. 
Haggard stated that he still objects to the rezoning and wants to be grandfathered 
in as he purchased his lot specifically to build a smaller home.  He stated that a 
builder quoted him a price of $150 per square foot.  Based on that price he feels 
that he will need to invest an additional $75,000 to meet the LR-1 requirements.  
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He stated that since both Kiel and Grey had just spoken to the benefit of keeping 
development costs down in the airport area for hangars, the same should be right 
for homes. 
A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Eberhart, to adopt Proposed Ordinance 
2018-03.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & 
Torgerson: NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

3. Proposed Resolution 2018-08; Section 10.02 Charter Amendment; 
Wolff reported to the Village Council that this agenda item would require a 2/3 
vote to approve. 

Proposed Resolution 2018-08 was returned to the Agenda.  It was originally 
introduced at the June 19, 2018 meeting, was published, and allowed to lay on 
the table for 30 days.  A copy has also been sent to the Governor’s office for 
review as required by the Home Rule Village Act. 

Cueny stated he supported this proposed Resolution since it is for a vote of the 
people of the Village. He stated however that he would not support any type of 
Special Assessment  for law enforcement services. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Kiel, to adopt Proposed Resolution 
2018-08. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & 
Torgerson: NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

4. Proposed Resolution 2018-09; Village Council Rules Update; 
Wolff reported to the Village Council that this agenda item would require a 2/3 
vote to approve. 

A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Grey, to adopt Proposed 
Resolution 2018-09. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, 
Kiel, & Torgerson: NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

5. Proposed Resolution 2018-10; Employee Handbook Update; 
A motion was made Eberhart, seconded by Grey, to adopt Proposed Resolution 
2018-10. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & 
Torgerson: NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

New Business: 

1. Consumers Energy Electric Utility Franchise Status; 
Wolff was directed to engage Consumers Energy to obtain a franchise agreement 
for electric utility service in the community.  It was stated that Consumers 
currently has a small number of customers in the Village along Coldwater Road, 
but does not have a franchise agreement.  Wolff stated that he would offer 
Consumers the same agreement as Homeworks has entered into.  He did note 
that Consumers has indicated an interest in a joint electric and natural gas 
agreement since the existing natural gas franchise agreement is in year 20 of 30. 
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2. 2018 Pavement Marking; 
A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve a contract renewal 
with Michigan Pavement Marking as allowed under Section 244.05(4) of the 
Village’s Purchasing Ordinance to provide pavement marking services for 2018. 
ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS; Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, & Torgerson: 
NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

3. MML Worker’s Compensation Fund Ballot; 
A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Griffin, to cast the Village’s vote in the 
election of Board of Directors members for the MML Worker’s Compensation 
Fund Ballot for Christine Burns, Todd Campbell, and Lee Kilbourn.  VOICE 
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

4. Entrance Sign Designs; 
Wolff presented two concepts for new signs to be placed streetside at the Village 
limits.  The discussion of the Council resulted in asking Wolff to prepare a proof 
using the design for Design #1, but the wording of Design #2 (illustrations 
provided below).  Wolff stated that he would work on this and send it out via 
email. 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Design #1                 Design #2 

 

Public Comments/Questions:  
 Walt Kravens of Carmen Drive spoke about the blighted conditions and problems 

he is experiencing with rental properties across the street from his address.  He 
identified the locations as 1024 Carmen and 1026 Carmen Drive and the property 
owner as a Mr. Fred Wood.  Kravens stated that he believes there is illegal drug 
activity occurring at these properties.  He discussed issues with illegal burning, a 
pitbull at one of the rentals. He stated his concern over the living condition based 
on seeing children at the one property and would like to see them inspected. 

Mr. Kravens was directed to address his concerns over children to Child 
Protective Services.  Wolff reviewed the various violations the Village have issued 
to these locations in 2018, a total of 7 for the combined properties.   
Eberhart encouraged those in attendance to support the Millage request for the 
Sheriff Agreement on the November ballot as that will help address these type of 
issues. 
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With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 PM. 
 
 
 
              
Jeffrey P. Grey, Village Clerk   David K. Torgerson, Village President 



Lake	Isabella	Village	Council	
Special	Meeting	Minutes	
August	8,	2018	

1010	Clubhouse	Drive	
Lake	Isabella,	MI	48893	

989.644.8654	
	
	
Village	President	Torgerson	called	the	meeting	to	order	at	3	PM,	and	those	in	attendance	
recited	the	Pledge	of	Allegiance.		
	
Members	Present:	Cueny,	Eberhart,	Grey,	Kiel,	&	Torgerson	
Members	Absent:	Griffin	&	Shoemaker1	
	
Public	Comments:	None	

Business:	
1. Review	Queens	Way/El	Camino	Mill	&	Fill	Bids:	

Wolff	stated	that	he	discussed	the	bids	with	the	Village's	engineering	firm,	and	has	been	
encouraged	to	look	at	making	a	bid	during	the	winter	for	a	spring	project	in	2019.		
Wolff	stated	that	the	project	is	proposed	for	the	2018‐19	fiscal	year	which	ends	on	June	
30,	2019,	and	that	rebidding	should	not	impact	doing	the	project	within	the	current	
budget	year.	
The	members	in	attendance	reviewed	the	bids.		
Questions	were	discussed	whether	cost	savings	could	be	achieved	by	rebidding	the	
project	later	this	calendar	year,	for	the	work	to	be	done	before	the	close	of	the	fiscal	
year.	
Wolff	stated	that	he	spoke	with	three	companies	that	all	were	concerned	about	the	
ability	to	schedule	the	project	this	year	due	to	high	demand.		One	did	state	that	looking	
at	the	project	in	2019	would	see	more	favorable	pricing.		He	stated	that	material	costs	
likely	would	not	be	much	lower,	but	the	greater	flexibility	in	scheduling	should	
positively	impact	the	Village’s	cost.	
Cueny	questioned	if	such	a	cost	saving	would	be	significant	enough	to	warrant	holding	
off	on	the	work	until	spring.		Wolff	stated	that	he	would	guess	the	bids	would	come‐in	
above	what	is	budgeted,	but	below	the	bids	received	on	August	3rd.	
A	motion	was	made	by	Eberhart,	seconded	by	Cueny,	to	reject	all	bids	due	to	the	bids	
being	significantly	above	the	estimates	which	were	budgeted	for.		VOICE	VOTE:	
MOTION	CARRIED	5‐0‐0.	

2. Review	&	Possible	Award	Crack	Sealing	Bid:	
Wolff	presented	the	bids	that	were	received	for	conducting	the	2018	Crack	Sealing	
work.		He	requested	that	in	light	of	postponing	the	Mill	&	Fill	job	discussed	in	item	
number	one,	that	the	project	budget	is	increased	from	$15,000	to	$20,000	and	those	
funds	used	to	seal	the	area	which	was	proposed	for	that	project.	
He	reported	that	of	the	four	proposals,	one	of	the	bidders	is	proposing	to	use	a	material	
which	is	not	on	MDOT’s	pre‐approved	list	of	materials.		That	bidder	was	also	the	high	

                                                            
1 Shoemaker arrived at 3:18 PM. 
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bidder.		He	stated	that	there	was	less	than	a	two	percent	difference	in	the	low	bidders,	
with	the	low	bid	being	from	a	company	located	in	Jackson,	and	the	next	low	bid	from	
Blanchard.	
Cueny	stated	that	he	likes	staying	local	with	projects	if	possible.	
Kiel	stated	that	he	agrees	with	the	value	of	staying	local	when	possible.	
A	motion	was	made	by	Grey,	seconded	by	Kiel,	to	award	the	2018	Crack	Sealing	project	
to	B&E	Coating	of	Blanchard	Michigan	for	the	bid	price	of	$0.995/pound.		ROLL	CALL	
VOTE:	YEAS:	Cueny,	Eberhart,	Grey,	Kiel,	&	Torgerson;	NAYS:	None.		MOTION	CARRIED	
5‐0‐0.	

3. Review	&	Possible	Award	Pick‐up	Truck	Purchase:	
Wolff	stated	in	full	disclosure	that	he	presently	owns	a	small	number	of	shares	of	Ford	
Motor	Company	stock.	
The	Council	reviewed	the	bids.	
Mr.	Shoemaker	arrived	for	the	meeting	at	3:18	PM.	
Kiel	questioned	if	the	savings	achieved	today	by	going	with	the	Chevy	would	be	lost	in	
the	long‐run	as	the	Village	does	not	have	a	relationship	with	a	local	Chevy	dealer	for	
warranty	maintenance.		He	voiced	concern	about	possibly	having	to	take	the	vehicle	to	
Grand	Rapids	for	service	if	covered	by	the	selling	dealer.	
Cueny	again	stated	that	he	would	prefer	to	stay	local	if	possible	and	that	with	the	rest	of	
the	Village's	fleet	being	Ford,	it	makes	sense	to	stay	with	the	same	brand	if	possible.	
The	Council	discussed	the	Village's	F150.		It	was	asked	if	Wolff	was	planning	to	trade	
that	truck	in	towards	the	purchase	of	the	F250.		Wolff	stated	that	the	General	Fund	
owns	the	F150,	and	the	Street	Funds	own	the	F250s,	and	for	accounting	purposes,	the	
F150	was	not	included	in	this	transaction.	
Wolff	stated	that	he	would	like	to	research	trading	the	F150	in	for	a	smaller,	more	fuel‐
efficient,	vehicle	that	could	be	used	for	General	Fund	purposes	such	as	Code	
Enforcement,	zoning,	and	travel.		Otherwise,	if	the	F150	is	simply	sold,	the	General	Fund	
would	need	to	rent	a	vehicle	from	the	Street	Funds	when	the	General	Fund	uses	it.	
A	motion	was	made	by	Cueny,	seconded	Eberhart,	to	award	the	truck	bid	to	Krapohl	
Ford	of	Mt.	Pleasant	in	the	amount	of	$30,617. ROLL	CALL	VOTE:	YEAS:	Cueny,	
Eberhart,	Grey,	Kiel,	Shoemaker,	&	Torgerson;	NAYS:	None.		MOTION	CARRIED	6‐0‐0.	

4. Review	&	Possible	Award	Code	Enforcement	Attorney	Proposals:	
Wolff	reported	that	one	proposal	was	received	to	do	the	Village’s	ordinance	
enforcement	representation.		Costs	were	discussed	as	the	proposal	has	a	higher	hourly	
rate	than	the	previous	attorney,	and	also	a	higher	rate	than	the	Village’s	general	
counsel.	
Wolff	stated	that	he	contacted	no	less	than	one‐half	dozen	firms	or	attorney's	in	the	Mt.	
Pleasant	area,	and	this	was	the	only	individual	interested	in	the	position	was	Andrew	
Brockman	of	Robert	Backus'	firm.	
There	was	discussion	regarding	travel	costs	if	the	Village’s	general	counsel	was	used	as	
they	are	located	in	Grand	Rapids.		This	option	was	kept	open	for	the	future	if	the	costs	
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of	using	a	local	attorney	become	too	high,	as	the	hourly	rate	for	the	Village’s	general	
counsel	is	considerably	less	than	the	proposal	submitted	to	the	Village.	
A	motion	was	made	by	Eberhart,	seconded	by	Grey,	to	engage	the	services	of	Andy	
Brockman	of	Robert	Backus’s	firm	to	perform	the	services	of	Prosecuting	Attorney	for	
ordinance	enforcement.		ROLL	CALL	VOTE:	YEAS:	Cueny,	Eberhart,	Grey,	Kiel,	
Shoemaker,	&	Torgerson;	NAYS:	None.		MOTION	CARRIED	6‐0‐0.	

5. Review	Refuse	Licensing	Proposals	&	Determine	Next	Phase	of	Process:	
The	Council	reviewed	a	summary	of	the	proposals	from	Granger,	King's	Disposal,	and	
Republic.		Wolff	stated	that	he	feels	the	proposal	from	Granger	may	not	be	able	to	be	
considered	by	the	Council.		He	discussed	the	Village's	adopted	ordinance	which	
requires	various	service	levels	be	offered	by	a	licensee,	and	Granger	did	not	offer	one	of	
the	service	levels	in	their	proposal.		He	stated	that	he	feels	the	other	two	companies’	
proposals	were	good	and	each	has	advantages	and	disadvantages	over	the	other.		
Cueny	stated	that	he	was	surprised	by	Wolff	stating	that	he	feels	the	proposal	from	both	
King’s	Disposal	and	Republic	were	good.		He	stated	the	per	tag/bag	price	from	Republic	
is	too	high,	and	that	with	residents	being	concerned	with	cost,	having	that	cost	increase	
by	one	dollar	per	bag	from	their	current	price	would	likely	not	be	seen	as	a	benefit	by	
the	public.	
Kiel	stated	he	agrees	with	Cueny,	and	that	increasing	the	tag/bag	price	from	two	dollars	
to	three	dollars	is	a	problem.	
Shoemaker	stated	that	he	thinks	an	issue	that	is	important	is	the	size	of	the	trucks	being	
used	and	what	impact	they	have	on	the	streets	of	the	community.	
Grey	discussed	concerns	over	the	maximum	loaded	weight	of	the	trucks	being	used	by	
Granger.	
Wolff	presented	a	series	of	follow‐up	questions	that	he	would	like	to	send	to	each	
company,	and	hopefully,	have	answers	for	the	Council	to	consider	at	its	meeting	on	
August	21st.	
The	Counwascil	reviewed	the	list	of	questions	and	finalized	based	on	the	discussion.	
Wolff	presented	a	proposed	schedule	moving	forward	of	the	following	steps,	which	was	
received	by	the	Council	without	objection:	

August	8th	 Have	the	Council	finalize	questions	to	present	to	each	bidder,	with	the	
goal	of	having	responses	by	the	August	21st	meeting.	

August	21st:	 Review	the	answers	to	questions	from	the	August	8th	meeting.		Select	
companies	to	essentially	interview	before	the	Council.		This	will	allow	the	
Council,	and	the	public,	the	ability	to	meet	the	proposed	companies	and	hear	
directly	from	them	what	services	are	being	offered.	

Between	the	August	and	September	meeting,	hold	the	interview	meeting(s).		I	would	
look	to	try	and	get	that	meeting	close	to	the	September	meeting,	that	would	
allow	us	to	draft	and	publish	a	newsletter	to	our	residents	updating	them	on	the	
process	and	their	ability	for	additional	input	and	involvement.	

September	18th:	 At	the	September	meeting,	select/award	a	firm	to	enter	into	an	
exclusive	agreement.	
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Late	October:	Finalize	Exclusive	License	Agreement	and	work	with	the	Licensee	on	

the	transition	of	customers.	

Public	Comments:	None	
	
With	no	further	business,	the	Village	Council	adjourned	at	4:10	PM.	
	
	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Jeffery P. Grey  

Jeffrey	P.	Grey	
Village	Clerk	

	
	
	
	

	 David K. Torgerson   
David	K.	Torgerson	
Village	President	
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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
August 21, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 
 

Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & 
Torgerson 

Members Absent:   None 

The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Kiel, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.   

MOTION CARRIED 7-0-0. 

Reports: 

Isabella County Sheriff 

Sheriff Michael Main gave a presentation recapping 2017 in Isabella 
County.  He gave a rundown of his staff, most and least busy month,  
how many inmates they housed for the year, and a breakdown of 
incidents.  He also touched on the medical staff they have at the jail, 
repairs the jail has needed and will need, grants, and training. 
 

Village President:  

Torgerson stated his appreciation for the Planning Commission for all 
their hard work and dedication over the last year.   
 

Village Manager:  

Wolff submitted a written report to the Council.  Wolff informed the 
Council that the Village has completed the work on Carmen and Par 
Drive.  He also stated that the pavement marking work has been 
completed.   

Wolff reported to the council the E. Coli status he had received from 
the health department thus far indicated no issues for Lake Isabella.   

Wolff informed the council that it was time to complete the Annual 
Disclosure form and turn it back into the office for the Board of Ethics 
to review.   
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Wolff then turned over his report to Jeff Grey to speak about the need 
for a server in the office.  Cueny and Kiel both spoke in favor of 
moving forward with getting prices to review on this item. 

LIPOA:  

Larry Russell stated that shoreline spraying was set for August 22, 
2018.  Russell also stated the LIPOA was looking into two small 
dredging projects at Lincoln and Essex’s beach.   

Public Hearing(s): 

1. Proposed Ordinance 2017-02; Land Use Site Conditions & Approval 
Criteria: 

Torgerson opened the public hearing at 7:24 PM. 

Public Comments: None 

Council Comments:  

 Cueny stated that the Village has been looking at this ordinance for 
a long time.  He wanted to thank the Planning Commission for all 
of their work and time spent over this ordinance.  He stated he was 
glad to see this topic in the final stage. 

Torgerson closed the public hearing at 7:26 PM. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Cueny, to accept proposed 
Ordinance 2017-02; Land Use Site Conditions & Approval Criteria. 
ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Eberhart, Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, 
Cueny, & Torgerson NAYS: NONE; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 

Public Comments:  

Mike Scherba of Isabella Vista; Thanked the Village for helping the 
LIPOA with the E. Coli levels and overseeing the samplings and data 
presentation. 

Existing Business:  

1. Proposed Electric Utility Franchise Agreement with Consumers Energy: 

Wolff informed the Council since the July meeting; the Village has 
been in contact with Consumer’s Energy attempting to get an 
agreement on wording for a Franchise Agreement.  
The Village began the process by submitting to them the wording that 
was agreed to with Homework’s Tri‐County. Consumer’s responded by 
sending an edited version.  
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Based on the direction that the Village Council has given Wolff, he 
believes that their proposal would not be agreeable to the Council. As 
such, a second proposal was submitted on August 9th. 

2. Residential Refuse Licensing Proposals: 

Wolff told the Village Council that on August 3rd the Village received 
proposals for awarding residential refuse licenses. The Village Council 
met on August 8th and asked that a series of follow‐up questions be 
sent to each interested company.  

The Village has invited representatives from all three interested 
companies to the meeting tonight. Wolff would like to recommend that 
the Council give all the opportunity to speak and introduce 
themselves.  

At the August 8th meeting, the Council discussed the following 
schedule on moving forward with this process:  

 August 8th: Have the Council finalize questions to present to each 
bidder, with the goal of having responses by the August 21st 
meeting.  

 August 21st: Review the answers to questions from the August 8th 
meeting. Select companies to essentially interview before the 
Council. This will allow the Council, and the public, the ability to 
meet the proposed companies and hear directly from them what 
services are being offered.  

Between the August and September meeting, hold the informational 
meeting(s).  

 September 18th: At the September meeting, select/award a firm to 
enter into an exclusive agreement. Late October: Finalize Exclusive 
License Agreement I think it is important that we look to have 
something like an Open House type meeting which allows the 
public to ask questions and get information directly from the 
company in addition to the questions asked from the Council.  

Wolff, in looking at the calendar, stated a date that he thinks works 
schedule-wise would be Saturday, September 15th. This would allow 
the Village time to get a newsletter published and mailed with 
information on the proposals that would be in people’s mailboxes 
during the Labor Day week. 

At this time the Council had the three companies introduce 
themselves. 

Ike King and Mike King representing Kings Disposal. 
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John Van Tholen and Bill Peterson representing Granger Disposal. 

Matt Biolette representing Republic Services.  

Several questions were asked of the three companies mainly 
concerning the differences in the answers to the questions the 
companies were asked to complete.  Ultimately, it was concluded that 
all three companies harbored the same idea just worded things 
differently. 

One topic that stood out was the weight of trucks.  Shoemaker asked 
for clarification as this is one of the most significant for him and the 
Council. 

Bill Keelean of Duquesa Dr asked why his refuse company goes down 
the street twice. 

John Van Tholen stated legally they could not swerve from side to side 
and for safety reasons they could not have their employees walk 
across the road. 

John Van Tholen explained the differences in truck weight and stated 
that it is very subjective and the totals were unreliable which is why 
the council received such different answers to that question.  The 
other two companies agreed. 

Griffin asked if bag and tag customers would be considered a “regular” 
customer regarding the free large item pickup. 

All three companies responded bag and tag customers would not be 
considered regular customers and would require a set number of tags 
for large item pick up. 

Torgerson then asked if September 15, 2018, worked for all three 
companies for an Open House.  All three companies responded that 
they could be present. 

The Council set an Open House for September 15, 2018, at 10 AM. 

 

3. Proposed Resolution 2018-11; Redevelopment Ready Communities 
Program:  

Wolff stated the Village of Lake Isabella has participated in the MEDC’s 
RRC program, including entering into a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the MEDC and undergoing an evaluation of the 
Village’s development practice. 
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The MEDC has reviewed the development practices of the Village of 
Lake Isabella and has issued a Baseline Report outlining various tasks 
and projects that need to be completed in order for the Village to 
become certified. 

Wolff recommends the Village Council authorize the continued 
involvement in the RRC Program and work with the MEDC to obtain 
RRC certification by addressing the areas of need outlined in the 
Baseline Report. 

There was discussion among the Council regarding if continued 
involvement would force staff to spend time on these items versus 
other work.  Costs concerns were also voiced regarding utilizing 
outside consultants on any of the items. 

A motion was made by Griffin, seconded by Grey, to accept proposed 
Resolution 2018-11; Redevelopment Ready Communities Program. 
ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Grey, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny, 
Eberhart & Torgerson NAYS: NONE; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 

4. Proposed Resolution 2018-12; Public Participation Strategy: 

Wolff stated that one of the various items that the Village needs to 
work on in their efforts to gain RRC certification is the adoption of a 
Public Participation Plan or Strategy.   

Based on the feedback from the MEDC the Village has expanded on a 
few items, and Wolff feels it is ready for consideration by the Council. 

The document covers engagement in Planning and Development 
matters. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Eberhart to accept 
proposed Resolution 2018-12; Public Participation Strategy. 

ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, Cueny, Eberhart, 
Grey, & Torgerson NAYS: NONE; MOTION CARRIED (7-0-0). 

New Business: 

1. MML Convention Voting Delegate: 

Wolff stated the Village Council needs to designate an individual to be 
the voting delegate for the MML Convention this year. Wolff is 
planning to attend the Convention from September 19‐22.  

Without objection, the Village Council unanimously designated Wolff to 
be the voting delegate for the MML Convention. 
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2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-07; Setback Amendments: 

Wolff state that this ordinance amends the setback requirements in 
the zoning code. The biggest change is that it reduces the rear year 
from 35 feet to 20 feet on residential properties which have a rear 
yard abutting the OSR or Ag district. 

The Planning Commission already had their public hearing on this 
ordinance and recommends the Village Council adopt it. 

Cueny introduced proposed Ordinance 2018-07; Setback Amendments 
and a public hearing was set for the September 18, 2018 meeting. 

3. Proposed Ordinance 2018-08; Planning Commission Ordinance: 

Wolff state that this ordinance amends the Planning Commission 
Ordinance by removing the prohibition on “employees” from serving.  

The Planning Commission already had their public hearing on this 
ordinance and recommends the Village Council adopt it. 

Cueny introduced proposed Ordinance 2018-08; Planning Commission 
Ordinance and a public hearing was set for the September 18, 2018 
meeting. 

4. Liaison Committee Meeting Agenda:  

Wolff stated that Monday, August 27th at 9 AM was scheduled as the 
next meeting of the Liaison Committee. He asked if there were 
Agenda items which need to be discussed from the Village. 

Cueny reminded Wolff that he would not be able to attend that 
meeting. 

Griffin stated he would like a reply in regards to the LIPOA cost 
sharing the Lake Patrol agreement. 

Eberhart stated he would like to discuss the process that a Bed and 
Breakfast would go through to get a guest pass for the lake. 

5. Updated Job Descriptions and Compensation Schedule:  

Wolff spoke about the rough draft of a proposed range for a 
compensation schedule and drafts of several job descriptions. The 
Council received a copy of the MML study for the Village Manager and 
Deputy Village Manager positions. Wolff believed President Pro‐Temp 
Eberhart is in the process of organizing his review.  

Wolff stated he would like to propose a Personnel Committee meeting 
to review the MML Study and these materials. He has also included 
information on two different certifications that may be applicable to 
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office staff. Those being Animal Control Officer and Zoning 
Administrator.  

Wolff stated a work session would help to review various 
training/certification programs that available for both the Village 
Manager and Deputy Manager Position.  

Wolff concluded that the MML Study also has an example of a step 
schedule for compensation for both positions, and he feels it would be 
worthwhile to examine how to administer that and what the Council 
wants to see out of each position. 

The council agreed to hold a Personal Committee Work Session on 
September 5, 2018, at 10 AM. 

Public Comments:  

 Bill Keelean of Duquesa Dr asked if it would be possible to mandate  
Property owners to put their refuse on only one side of the street to 
eliminate the need for the trucks to pass by twice. 
The council responded that they could not make that mandatory 
however if property owners wanted to do that voluntarily they could. 
 

Announcements: 

With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 8:43 pm. 

 

 

 Jeffrey P. Grey     
Jeff Grey, Village Clerk 

 

 

 

 David K. Torgerson    

Dave Torgerson, Village President 
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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
October 16, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 
 

Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Griffin, Kiel, Shoemaker, & Torgerson 

Members Absent:   Grey   

The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Griffin, Kiel, 
Shoemaker, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.   

MOTION CARRIED 6-0-0. 

Reports: 

Village President:  

Torgerson thanked Joyce & Dick Swan for their dedication and hard 
work on the entrance beautification project.   
 

Village Manager:  

Wolff submitted a written report to the Council.  Wolff stated trick‐or‐
Treating hours are Halloween Night from 5‐7 PM. 

Wolff also noted that B&E Coating has begun crack sealing work and 
that they would be back out on Thursday and Friday of this week.  

Wolff informed the Council that Krapohl Ford has reordered our F250 
with the correct items and that the new welcome signs have arrived. 
He also stated that the Village tried out a new banner bracket system.   

Wolff communicated that the Planning Commission approved a Site 
Plan & Special Land Use approving four storage structures at the 
intersection of Coldwater and Clubhouse.  He also informed them that 
the Planning Commission is still in the process of working on the 
garage update ordinance and started a discussion on the inclusion of 
illumination regulations in the sign ordinance. 

Wolff also told the Council that he would like their input in regards to 
including the Village in a group that would have legal documentation in 
place as samples should proposal 1 pass in November. 
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LIPOA:  

No report was given. 

Public Hearing(s):  None 

Public Comments:  

Dave Shoemaker of Isabella Vista stated he has had several 
complaints in regards to the crack sealing, specifically that the 
material appears to be sticking to people’s tires more than in years 
past.  Wolff stated that the office has not had any complaints about 
this issue, nor had he observed such a problem while supervising their 
work.  He stated he would monitor the concern on future days and 
make adjustments if needed. 

Existing Business:  

1. Residential Refuse Trash Hauler License(s): 

Wolff stated that the Council had received a proposed agreement 
granting King’s Disposal an exclusive three‐year license to collect and 
haul residential refuse in the Village. The term of the Agreement is for 
the calendar years 2019‐2020‐2021. The Agreement has been 
reviewed by both the Village’s attorney and the attorney for Kings.  

He stated that moving forward from here, the Village will need to 
contact Granger, Lake Sanitation, and Waste Management to inform 
them that as of January 1, 2019 they will not be allowed to provide 
service to the community other than commercial properties and 
dumpsters.  

Wolff also noted the need to send out information to our residents on 
the change and how they can get in touch with King’s to set‐up 
service. Wolff is planning on a newsletter being drafted by the end of 
the week.  Wolff mentioned that this newsletter would not only 
addresses this topic, but also will provide information on the 
November Election and proposed Charter Amendment. 

Cueny asked if tags were still needed on bulky items if you purchased 
a cart package. 

King’s Disposal stated that tags were not needed if you purchased a 
cart package. 

Griffin stated his concern over a document handed out at the Lake 
Isabella Property Owners’ Association meeting. 
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Kings stated that the flyer that was handed out was only to show how 
to switch companies. 

Cueny asked the process for residents that were heading south for the 
winter. 

A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Kiel, to approve the three-
year license to King’s Disposal. ROLL CALL VOTE; YEAS: Cueny, Kiel, 
Griffin, Shoemaker, Eberhart & Torgerson NAYS: NONE; MOTION 
CARRIED (6-0-0). 

2. Proposed Law Enforcement Agreement with Isabella County(s): 

The Village has submitted a the most recent draft of a proposal that 
has been reviewed by our attorney and insurance carrier.  

Wolff asked the Council to review the document, please let him know 
of any concerns that the Council may have.  

Wolff stated that in the event that the voters approve the proposed 
Charter Amendment at the November Election, he would work to have 
an agreement with finalized language ready for the December 4th 
Council Meeting. 

Cueny asked what would happen if the 1 allotted deputy falls ill or can 
no longer perform his duties. 

Wolff replied that another deputy would replace him if there was a 
prolonged absence. 

Cueny wanted clarification on if the Village would provide the vehicle 
and the start date of this proposal should it get voter approval. 

Wolff stated that the Village will not be providing the vehicle for the 
deputy and that if the voters approved this endeavor it would start in 
2019 once both the County and Village had approved the agreement. 

Griffin stated that the Wolff and the Sheriff have put a lot of time and 
effort into this and that he appreciates it.  He also stated that he feels 
that a community group should have been started to help inform all 
residents. 

Shoemaker asked if the deputy would have a set schedule. 

Wolff stated it would be forty hours a week with a varying schedule 
per their labor agreement. 

3. Consumer’s Energy Franchise Agreement Update 

The Village submitted its most recent proposal to Consumer’s on 
September 27th. Wolff believes that the drafted language addresses 
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Consumers stated concerns, and also respects our local authority and 
local ordinance. The Village has not heard back from Consumers as of 
today. The Village attorney did suggest that if Consumer continues to 
flatly reject reasonable offers that the Village has proposed, then the 

Council may wish to consider adopting a Resolution condemning 
Consumer Energy’s unwillingness to work with Village in negotiating a 
franchise, and advising MPSC that no franchise exists and they are 
therefore operating illegally. 

Torgerson stated that he would like Wolff to prepare the resolution. 

Cueny asked if the Village could warn Consumers first prior to have 
the resolution brought before them. 

Wolff stated he has warned them of what could happen more than 
once. 

New Business: 

1. Duquesa Road: 

Wolff stated that earlier this month the owners of the private portion 
of Duquesa Road, Dean Chaffee and Bruce Rohrer, elected to 
permanently close the unpaved portion of Duquesa Road to traffic. 
This portion of Duquesa is located entirely outside the Village of Lake 
Isabella. He stated that this “road” is private property, and has never 
been part of the public street network of the Village or Isabella 
County.  

Wolff mentioned this route serves as a critical secondary means of 
entry into the west side of the lake, Queens Way being the other. His 
concern is that in the event of a major storm or other emergency 
(accident, gas main leak…) that Queens Way could be obstructed for a 
period of time essentially cutting off access to the west side of the 
lake. Wolff would like the Council’s direction on what to do, if 
anything, moving forward.  

He stated he would like to reach out to the owners and inquire if they 
would donate the road to the Village and go through a voluntary 
annexation process if the Village were to cover the costs of the 
surveying and annexation process.   

Wolff would be comfortable recommending a course of action that did 
not cost the land owners anything. However, any additional 
compensation Wolff believes is inappropriate at this time.  Wolff would 
also like any guidance on what the Council wishes to do with respect 
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to attempting to work with either or both of Sherman Township or the 
Isabella County Road Commission on this matter.  

Cueny stated he feels a letter would be proactive and will at least 
show that the Village attempted to create a solution. 

Torgerson agreed that a letter would not hurt. 

The Council asked Wolff to prepare the letter to be sent without 
objection. 

2. Winter Office Hours/Spring Break: 

Wolff would like the Council’s feedback on our current staffing levels 
heading into winter. Presently, the Village office is down to two 
employees. Wolff stated he has an individual that can come onboard 
for plowing work and occasional DPW work. But will only be on staff 
for the winter.  
 
Wolff informed the Council the biggest area of concern is there may be 
times this winter where both staff members will be unable to be at the 
office. Likewise, both staff members have school aged children with 
the same Spring Break. Spring Break is the week of March 25‐29.  
 
Wolff would have Malley cover any DPW related issues during that 
time.   
 
Torgerson stated that the Village Office should close for spring break 
and to put the dates in a newsletter so residents will know ahead of 
time. 
 
A formal document will be presented at the December 2018 meeting 
with the final decision. 
 

Public Comments:  

None 
 

Announcements: 

 Trick or Treating will be on October 31, 2018, from 5 pm -7 pm. 

 The Zoning Board of Appeals meeting is October 30, 2018 at 5:30 pm.  

The Planning Commission meeting is November 13, 2018 at 7 pm. 

 The Council Meeting is December 4, 2018 at 7pm.  
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With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 7:55 pm. 

 

 

      

Jeff Grey, Village Clerk 

 

 

 

      

Dave Torgerson, Village President 
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Lake Isabella Village Council 
Regular Meeting Minutes 
December 4, 2018 

1010 Clubhouse Drive 
Lake Isabella, MI 48893 

989.644.8654 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Village President Dave 
Torgerson.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by those in attendance. 

Members Present:  Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson 
Members Excused: Griffin 
Members Absent:   Shoemaker 

The Agenda for the meeting was accepted as presented without objection. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the Consent 
Agenda as presented. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, 
& Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

Reports: 

Village President:  

Torgerson thanked the Charter Commission for the time and effort 
they gave in fulfilling their duties.   

Presentation of the Village’s FY 2017-2018 Audit:  

Bill Hirschman, from Roslund, Prestage & Company, PC, reviewed the 
Village’s audited financial statements for the 2017-2018 fiscal year.  
He noted that in their opinion the Village’s audit was presented fairly, 
that there were no deficiencies found for internal controls and that 
there were no instances of non-compliance. 

He also stated to the Council that there were no material weaknesses 
found in the Village’s accounting procedures or financial practices. 

Kiel stated that he visited with the auditors during fieldwork, and said 
he was pleased with the report. 

Village Manager:  

Village Manager Wolff discussed several items with the Village Council.  
He updated them on the communication with Isabella Pellet concerning 
rebuilding, ordinance requirements, and the Village’s involvement in 
the State of Michigan Fire Insurance Withholding Program.  Grey 
stated that for the time being his main concern was that the site would 
not be left with a burned-out building. 

He also discussed a small concern that has surfaced on the trash 
collection.  With King’s exclusive agreement beginning on Tuesday, 
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January 1st, and a regular collection day of Monday, residents 
switching from Granger or Waste Management may miss a week for 
trash service.  He requested the Council's approval to work with King's 
to have an extra truck that week and allow anyone who contacts 
King's in advance the ability to use stickers that week.  This would 
bridge the one-week between services for those residents with 
Granger or Waste Management. 

The Council had no objections to this and authorized the Manager to 
cover costs of $1,000 if needed for the extra service on December 
31st. 

LIPOA:  

No report was given.  However, the LIPOA did receive their drawdown 
permit and emailed the Village a copy of it. 

Public Hearing(s):  None 

Public Comments:  

 Mike King of Vestaburg commented on how well the streets in Lake 
Isabella were maintained after the most recent snow storm.  He 
thanked all involved as it made his job and commute much easier. 

Existing Business:  

1. Proposed Job Descriptions & Compensation Schedules: 

Wolff stated that in September the Council, acting as the Personnel 
Committee, reviewed the draft of the various Job Descriptions that 
staff assembled.  Since that meeting, the Village has requested and 
received as of mid-October language from our attorney regarding 
performance bonuses per the request of the Village’s auditors.   

Wolff has also compiled a proposed compensation schedule based on 
the MML Report received by the Village in August. Wolff specified that 
changes to the Village Managers contract to reflect the Step system 
submitted by the MML would be included for consideration at the 
December 13th meeting.  Wolff asked to either meet with 
Councilmember Eberhart who is Chair of Personnel, schedule a 
Personnel Committee meeting or met with a delegation of three 
members of the Council and reported back in regards to the Managers 
contract language at the December 13th meeting. 

There was a discussion among the members about entering into a 
Closed Session to review the contract and discuss the Village 
Manager's Annual review.  All five members at the meeting stated that 
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they would be at the December 13th meeting and would address this 
matter then. 

New Business: 

1. Proposed Ordinance 2018-05; Regulation of Garages & Temporary 
Accessory Structures: 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Kiel, to introduce Proposed 
Ordinance 2018-05; Regulation of Garages & Temporary Accessory 
Structures and hold a public hearing on December 13, 2018.  VOICE 
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-09; Regulation of Marijuana Establishments 
& Facilities: 
 
Wolff stated the purpose of this Ordinance was to define and prohibit 
certain types of businesses which have been created either through 
the Michigan Medical Marihuana Facilities Licensing Act and/or the 
Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act from being located 
within the Village of Lake Isabella. 
 
Wolff recommends this be adopted for the time being and revisited 
once the State of Michigan develops the process and regulations for 
marijuana establishments.   
 
In doing so would allow the Village then to “opt-in” to any 
establishments and facilities that are a good fit for our community 
once the state creates the regulatory framework. Wolff does 
recommend that this matter is revisited once the state has done its 
job. 
 
A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Grey, to introduce 
Proposed Ordinance 2018-09; Regulation of Marijuana Establishments 
& Facilities and hold a public hearing on December 13, 2018.  VOICE 
VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

3. Resolution 2018-15; Consumers Energy Compliant with the Michigan 
Public Service Commission: 

Wolff stated the Village last engaged Consumers regarding an electric 
utility franchise on September 27th. There has been no reply from 
Consumers since that time. On the advice of the Village attorney, this 
resolution has been drafted formally making a complaint to the 
Michigan Public Service Commission that Consumers Energy is (1) 
knowingly operating without a franchise; and, (2) has not negotiated 
in good faith. 
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Cueny stated that he was disappointed that Consumers had not 
responded and did not like the idea of sending the matter before the 
MPSC. 

A motion was made by Grey, seconded by Kiel, to approve Resolution 
2018-15; Consumers Energy Compliant to the Michigan Public Service 
Commission.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Kiel, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, 
Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

4. Resolution 2018-16; Proposed Tall Structures: 

Wolff informed the council that the purpose of this resolution was to 
authorize the Village Manager to object to the placement of numerous 
tall structures within 5 miles of the Village’s public use airport. In 
reviewing the proposed location of windmills for western Isabella 
County, it appears that 27 of these are within 5 miles of the Village’s 
airport. The proposed height of these structures is over 600 feet. After 
reviewing the location and height with our Airport Manager, this 
resolution was drafted to formally oppose these structures as they 
represent a threat to the safe use of the airport. 

A motion was made by Eberhart, seconded by Cueny, to approve 
Resolution 2018-16; Proposed Tall Structures.  ROLL CALL VOTE: 
YEAS: Kiel, Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  
MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

5. Resolution 2018-17; Road Warranty Program and Resolution 2018-18; 
Road Warranty Implementation: 

Wolff stated that Proposed Resolutions 2018-17 and 2018-18 are the 
approved documents the Village needs to adopt to comply with the 
new warranty mandate from the State of Michigan. Wolff cannot see a 
project in the Village’s future that would hit the statutory threshold of 
$2,000,000 of pavement to trigger the program being in use; 
however, it is mandatory to adopt. In 2017 there were less than 20 
such projects statewide, including MDOT projects.  

A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Eberhart, to approve 
Resolution 2018-17; Road Warranty Program and Resolution 2018-18; 
Road Warranty Implementation.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, 
Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 5-
0-0. 

6. Approval of Bid; Queens Way/El Camino Mill & Fill: 

Wolff informed the Council on Thursday, November 29, 2018, bids 
were opened on a proposed paving project for the first-half of 2019. 
This project is a rebid from a project the Village considered for late 
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2018 that bids came in well over the estimates the Village had 
budgeted from.  Based on these bids, it is Wolff’s recommendation to 
award the project to Central Asphalt of Mount Pleasant. Rowe PSC is 
also under contract to handle the field work and inspections for the 
project. The RFP has a stipulation that the project must be done by 
June 30, 2019, which is the end of our current Fiscal Year. 

A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Eberhart, to award the 
Queens Way/El Camino Mill and Fill to Central Asphalt for 
$117,989.20.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & 
Torgerson; NAYS: None.  MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

7. Michigan Pavement Marking 2019 Proposal: 

Wolff stated that the Village received a proposal from Michigan 
Pavement Marking for doing the Village's pavement marking work in 
2019 at the same rate as 2018. This is at least the third year that 
MPM has offered to do the job honoring the previous year's unit 
pricing. We have already done the pavement marking for the 2018-19 
fiscal year, but have funds reserved in the Village's CIP for pavement 
marking in the 2019-20 fiscal year. This would mean that the work 
would be done after July 1st. The price MPM has offered historically 
been very competitive and below what their competitors have bid in 
the past. They do quality work, and Wolff recommended that the 
Village continue working with them. 

A motion was made by Cueny, seconded by Kiel, to accept Michigan 
Pavement Marking’s 2019 Proposal with a cost not to exceed $8,000.  
VOICE VOTE: MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

8. 2018 Charge Back Lots & Tax Reversion Lots: 

Wolff informed the Council that the Village received an invoice from 
Isabella County Treasurer Pickens for $3,432.01 for lots which were 
foreclosed due to delinquent property taxes. This invoice will need to 
be paid regardless of whether or not the Council accepts the eleven 
lots the fees are tied to. 

The fee covers eleven lots that went unsold by the County for all of 
2018, and now under P.A. 123 are to be returned to the municipal 
where taxes were originally owed; unless the municipality objects in 
writing to receiving any or all of the lots.  

The Council had no objections to any of the lots that the County is 
required to return to the Village.  Wolff stated that he would keep the 
Council informed of discussions with Isabella County, but for the time 
being, he has no objections to the Village receiving these eleven lots 
to be offered for sale eventually.  
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9. F150 Status & Plow Purchase:  

Wolff requested direction from the Council as to what should be done 
with the Village’s F150. The F250’s scheduled arrival is in early 
December, and at that point, the Village will have three vehicles in its 
fleet.  

There are three options which Wolff believes should be considered:  

 Keep the truck, it is paid for, and only costs outside of 
use/maintenance are insurance.  

 Trade the truck for a more fuel-efficient vehicle.  

 Sell it.  

Wolff stated that if the Council wishes for Option 2 or 3, he will bring 
something back for the Agenda at the Special Meeting on December 
13, 2018. Wolff recommends Option 2 or 3. 

Likewise, the new truck is arriving and will need a plow.  Wolff's 
recommendation is to install the same plow on the new truck like that 
on the 2010 F250. Wolff feels this will allow the Village to keep surplus 
parts on-hand for one type of plow. 

Bader & Sons in Rosebush is the local vendor for Boss Plows. Wolff 
asked the Council to approve purchasing a plow directly from Bader & 
Sons, the cost of which is above our purchasing policy limit requiring 
bids. The estimated cost from Bader & Sons for a new plow matching 
our current plow was $6,000. 

Cueny stated that in his opinion he does not see the need for three 
vehicles when the Village only presently has two employees. 

The Council expressed their approval of obtaining the Boss Plow from 
Bader & Sons in Rosebush and for Wolff to bring back a resolution for 
the December 13 meeting in regards to selling the F150. 

Public Comments:  

None 
 

With no further business, the Council was adjourned at 8:35 pm. 

 

 

             

Jeff Grey, Village Clerk    Dave Torgerson, Village President 



 

Village Council 
December 13, 2018 

Special Meeting 
1010 Clubhouse Drive 

Lake Isabella, MI 48893
 

 

The meeting was called to order at 7 PM by Village President Dave Torgerson.  
Those in attendance recited the Pledge of Allegiance.  

Members Present: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson 
Members Excused: Griffin, & Shoemaker 

Consent Agenda: 
Grey made a motion, which was seconded by Cueny, to approve the 
Consent Agenda as presented.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, 
Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

Public Hearings: 
1. Proposed Ordinance 2018-05; Regulation of Garages & Temporary 

Accessory Structures 
Torgerson opened the Public Hearing at 7:02 PM. 
Public Comment: None 
Kiel asked if larger doors would still be allowed on certain garages.  Wolff 
replied that on detached garages, doors of up to 14 feet were possible if 
approved as a Special Land Use. 
With no additional comments, Torgerson closed the Public Hearing at 7:04 
PM 
Cueny made a motion, which was seconded by Grey, to adopt 
Ordinance 2018-05. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & 
Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

2. Proposed Ordinance 2018-09; Regulation of Marijuana Establishments & 
Facilities 
Torgerson opened the Public Hearing at 7:05 PM. 
Public Comment: None 
Grey stated that the Planning Commission had briefly discussed this topic 
and felt it was the appropriate action to take for the time being.  He said 
that he would support additional discussion of this topic once the State of 
Michigan establishes rules and the regulatory framework for recreational 
marijuana businesses. 
Kiel made a motion, which was seconded by Eberhart, to adopt 
Ordinance 2018-09. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & 
Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 
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Public Comments: None 

Business: 

1. Proposed Resolution 2018-19; Job Descriptions & Compensation Schedules 
The Council reviewed the recommended Job Description book and 
Compensation Schedule.  Cueny and Kiel offered amendments to items 
in the Village Manager, Deputy Village Manager, and Zoning 
Administrator job descriptions. 
The other members of the Council present were in favor of the 
amendments. 
Kiel made a motion, which was seconded by Cueny, to adopt Resolution 
2018-19 and the amended Job Descriptions & Compensation Schedule. 
ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS; 
None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

2. Proposed Resolution 2018-20; F150 Sale 
The Council reviewed several options for the Village’s F150.   
Cueny stated that he did not support the Village keeping a third vehicle. 
Grey stated that he would support selling the vehicle now, and buying a 
more economical replacement in the future. 
There was a discussion on which draft of Resolution 2018-20 to adopt.  
Option 2 was agreed to as the preferred draft, with no set time frame on 
the sale of the truck, and a minimum sale price allowed of $12,000. 
Eberhart made a motion, seconded by Cueny, to adopt Resolution 2018-
20 directing the Village Manager to sell the Village’s F150 with no set time 
frame on the sale, and a minimum price of $12,000. ROLL CALL VOTE: 
YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION 
CARRIED 5-0-0. 

3. Approval of Master Plan Draft for Distribution 
Cueny stated he had discussed this with Wolff before the meeting, and 
understands that this is to solicit comments, and after the comment period 
additional changes can be made, as well as the Planning Commission 
has to hold a Public Hearing on the draft. 
Cueny made a motion, seconded by Grey, to approve the Master Plan 
Draft for distribution and comment as required by law.  VOICE VOTE: 
MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 

4. DPW Garage Door Proposal 
Cueny made a motion, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the quote 
from Johnson Door and Vac to install automatic openers on all four of the 
doors at the Village DPW garage. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, 
Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 
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5. Village Manager Annual Review Follow-up/Contract Amendment 
There was discussion regarding the review process, and changes that 
were desired for future years.  Wolff asked for direction on how to structure 
the review.  After discussion, the Council asked for Wolff to first update the 
Village staff’s review mechanism and then use that as a base for the 
Village Manager’s review. 
Kiel asked for the contract to be amended to clarify that the Village 
Manager is an “at will” employee. 
Grey asked for the contract to be amended to clarify severance was due 
only when terminated without cause. 
In response to Kiel and Grey's comments, Torgerson stated his 
understanding of the contract was that the Village Manager is an “at-will” 
employee and that severance was only due if terminated without cause, 
but if changes are needed to convey those points better he would agree 
to that. 
Cueny made a motion, seconded by Eberhart, to enter into a Closed 
Session to continue the Village Manager’s performance evaluation at 9:02 
PM. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; 
NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 
Eberhart made a motion, seconded by Cueny, to exit the Closed Session 
at 9:25 PM. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & 
Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-0-0. 
Eberhart made a motion, seconded by Cueny, to make a one-time 
contribution of $1,000 to the Village Manager’s Retirement Account, 
award a $500 performance payments based on the scores of the Annual 
Evaluation, and approve the creation of a Wellness Program for staff and 
families to join the fitness center in the Village. ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: 
Cueny, Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS; None. MOTION CARRIED 5-
0-0. 

Public Comments: None 

Adjournment: 
With no further business, the Planning Commission adjourned at 9:27 PM. 

 
 

             
Jeffrey P. Grey 
 Village Clerk 

 
             

David K. Torgerson 
  Village President 



 

Village Council 
December 20, 2018 

Special Meeting 
1010 Clubhouse Drive 

Lake Isabella, MI 48893
 

 

The meeting was called to order at 3 PM by Village President Dave Torgerson.  
Those in attendance recited the Pledge of Allegiance.  

Members Present: Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson 
Members Excused: Cueny, Griffin, & Shoemaker 

Public Comments: None 

Business: 

1. Village Manager Contract: 
The members reviewed the draft of the proposed amendments to the 
Village Manager’s contract discussed at the previous meeting. 

A motion was made by Kiel, seconded by Eberhart, to approve the 
proposed contract for the Village Manager.  ROLL CALL VOTE: YEAS: 
Eberhart, Grey, Kiel, & Torgerson; NAYS: None. MOTION CARRIED 4-0-0. 

Public Comments: None 

Adjournment: 
With no further business, the Planning Commission adjourned at 3:02 PM. 

 

 

             

Jeffrey P. Grey 
 Village Clerk 

 

 

             

David K. Torgerson 
  Village President 
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